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Preface
“Why cannot I have the freedom to participate in elections and choose my own

government? Why cannot I criticize the government I elect?” Even as such revolutionary

questions stirred up the minds of average Afghans, the reflection of interest did not

finally get translated into votes in the second parliamentary elections held by the

Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRA) on September, 2010.

This report is a humble attempt to uphold the changing trend and the forthcoming

democratization of the state, which has been in the eye of the storm for more than a

decade now. In the process, we have tried to unravel the elements that stand as

impediments, as the nation reaches out to see the ray of freedom and democracy. The

main objective of this report is to highlight the metamorphosis of the election systems

and provide a deeper understanding of the progress of democracy and the challenges it

brings with it.

Today’s Afghanistan is beaming with the stern voice of a newly awakened civil society,

demanding fundamental rights. Over the years, the quest for good governance among the

Afghans has increased. Most participated in the elections with the hope that their lives

would improve and they would benefit from the international aid that they have been

receiving for a decade now. This reflection of interest among the people does not

however override the fact that the elections in Afghanistan continue to be dogged by

allegations of fraud, growing issues of insecurity and control by the warlords.

The September 18th election was the second Wolesi Jirga in Afghanistan after the 2005

elections that allowed for a legitimate government to be set up. The event was widely

viewed as a crucial step to strengthen democratic institutions in the country and a step

forward in consolidating democracy among different stakeholders in the country.

The radical path of democracy, however, has not been easy. The election was conducted

under security threats of the AGEs (Anti Government Entities), particularly in the rural

areas. Threats, violence and money power were widely acknowledged as an effective

strategy to win the electoral battle. Women and minority groups became the obvious

victims of such practices. The turnout was reported to be low due to threats from the

Taliban and other armed opposition groups.

With deteriorating security conditions, the identity of this election as a national one came

under scrutiny. The expression “national elections”, however, remained a subject of local

interpretation. The growing security challenges posed by the refusal of armed anti

government groups to accept elections or their outcome as representing the legitimate 

aspirations of the people compounded the problem. In fact security continued to be a major 

hindrance to organize a free and fair election process in the country.

In a number of ways the 2010 elections once again reiterated the fact that a wellorganised

process of balloting is most crucial in advancing the fragile democracy in Afghanistan. 

The elections received full-fledged support from the international communities as well as 

ANFREL, which has committed itself to support the democratic transition in Afghanistan. 

To observe the parliamentary elections ANFREL invited experts and volunteers from 

various civil society groups across Asia.

This report is a compilation of generous contributions made by members of the

ANFREL’s election observation team on various issues related to the elections. The

articles have been written in the light of the experience gathered by the scholars, as they

witnessed the election. The report is an attempt to shed light on a nation’s struggle for

democracy.

Bidhayak Das

ANFREL Capacity Building Coordinator
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Observation of Afghanistan’s 2010 Parliamentary Elections 
 
Afghanistan’s 2010 parliamentary elections prompted the fourth national observation 

mission undertaken by FEFA, Afghanistan’s largest non-governmental observer.1 The 

2010 elections were Afghanistan’s most challenging to date.  Escalating armed conflict 

and election-related violence by insurgent groups and abusive local powerbrokers made 

the work of FEFA’s hundreds of long-term observers and thousands of short-term 

observers treacherous throughout much of the country.   

 

A broken electoral system largely unreformed since 2004 and degraded since the 2009 

presidential and provincial council elections further exacerbated these challenges. Fraud, 

coercion and administrative shortfalls were again widespread and profoundly damaging 

to the popular legitimacy of the democratic process. FEFA’s field reports during every 

phase of the elections, from the registration of candidates through the seating of the new 

parliament, drew attention to deep flaws in the current system and underscored the 

urgency of broad-ranging electoral reform —reform that FEFA has called on all 

stakeholders to begin in earnest and without further delay.  

 
 

The 2010 elections were delayed from May to September to allow for security 

improvements expected to result from large-scale military operations, but the country was 

measurably more violent in the fall than it had been 4 months earlier. In an overall 

                                  
1 FEFA’s 2010 election observation mission was funded through a generous grant from the governments 
of Germany and Denmark and received technical assistance from the National Democratic Institute, the 
Asia Foundation and ANFREL. 

Afghanistan’s 2010 parliamentary elections prompted the fourth national observation

mission undertaken by FEFA, Afghanistan’s largest non-governmental observer group1. 

The 2010 elections were Afghanistan’s most challenging to date. Escalating armed conflict

and election-related violence by insurgent groups and abusive local powerbrokers made

the work of FEFA’s hundreds of long-term observers and thousands of short-term

observers treacherous throughout much of the country.

A broken electoral system largely unreformed since 2004 and degraded since the 2009

presidential and provincial council elections further exacerbated these challenges. Fraud,

coercion and administrative shortfalls were again widespread and profoundly damaging

to the popular legitimacy of the democratic process. FEFA’s field reports during every

phase of the elections, from the registration of candidates through the seating of the new

parliament, drew attention to deep flaws in the current system and underscored the

urgency of broad-ranging electoral reform—reform that FEFA has called on all

stakeholders to begin in earnest and without further delay.

The 2010 elections were delayed 

from May to September to allow 

for  security  improvements  expected 

to result from large-scale military 

operations, but the country was

measurably more violent in the fall 

than it had been 4 months earlier. 

In an overall climate of rising 

insecurity, administrative failings 

by the Independent Election

Afghan Elections Review
Naeem Asghary, FEFA Program Coordinator

Commission (IEC; the election administration body) and Electoral Complaints

Commission (ECC; the dispute resolution body) hit the already embattled electoral

process hard.

Vetting was among the earliest and most serious failures of 2010. In tandem with the

challenge phase, the Vetting Commission, a body chaired by the IEC and composed of

representatives of the security ministries, vetted candidates for ties to illegal armed

groups. Regrettably, vetting was carried out in an uneven and non-transparent manner

that impinged on candidates’ political rights and left many well-known gunmen on the

ballots. Only 36 individuals, out of more than 2,500 aspirant candidates, were ultimately

disqualified –an incredibly small number for a country in its fourth decade of armed

conflict. FEFA’s observation of the vetting process revealed that accused candidates,

including at least a dozen likely innocent individuals, were denied due process and that

the criteria by which they were identified were kept secret, hampering independent

auditing by human rights groups.

Voter registration was conducted again in 2010 and IEC centers were better-staffed

during this phase of the electoral process than at any other time, according to observer

reports. However, the IEC still lacked a reliable voter registry and the commission’s

decision to run registration out of provincial capitals disadvantaged women and rural

voters. Additionally, the distribution, once again, of women’s voter cards without photos

increased the risk of women’s votes being manipulated on Election Day.

Women were especially affected by electoral shortfalls throughout. Neither the IEC nor

the ECC were able to recruit enough women employees to ensure the electoral process

was accessible to women. Drastic shortages of women staff throughout most of the

country caused IEC administrative delays for the record number of women who sought to

register as candidates in 2010 and discouraged women from submitting official

complaints to the ECC during the candidacy challenge period. At the same time,

potentially dangerous propaganda against women candidates —including allegations of

religious and sexual impropriety—spread by rivals and clerics went mostly unchallengedVoters’ outside a polling station.

1FEFA’s 2010 election observation mission was funded through a generous grant from the 
governments of Germany and Denmark and received technical assistance from the National 
Democratic Institute, the Asia Foundation and ANFREL.
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by the electoral institutions mandated to investigate and sanction electoral violations.

From beginning to end, the electoral process was marred by insurgent attacks and a

concerted intimidation campaign targeting civilians affiliated with the elections, the

actions of predatory local powerbrokers and militias, and ongoing military operations in

the south and east of the country.

FEFA’s 63 provincial coordinators (34 male & 29 female) reported widespread

intimidation of civilians, including the distribution of threatening night letters, most of

which were signed by the Taliban or other insurgent groups, radio broadcasts threatening

violence against civilians participating in the elections and anonymous phone threats

against candidates and campaign staff, especially women. Powerbrokers also used

intimidation to capture the electoral process, most aggressively so in areas where militias

could be employed to frighten rural populations into backing powerbrokers’ allies.

Kidnappings and targeted killings, though fewer in number than threats, also cast long

shadows over the summer months of campaigning ahead of the September 18 vote. Three

candidates were assassinated in attacks that also wounded dozens of civilians; at least 11

campaign staff were killed for their involvement in the elections; and kidnappings by

powerbrokers and insurgents targeted election workers and relatives of candidates.

Authorities responded slowly to election-related threats and provided protection to at-risk

individuals rarely and grudgingly.

6600 FEFA polling observers and 400 long term observers’ were present in 3538 polling 

centers (13200 polling stations (60%) of all polling stations) in 34 provinces on September 

18. Observers arrived at the centers just before opening to assess the initial conditions of 

the centers and continued their observation through voting and counting, filling in detailed 

checklists throughout the day and reporting to their superiors through FEFA’s cascade 

reporting system. In the week after Election Day, the checklists were returned to FEFA’s 

headquarters in Kabul. Later, they were digitized and then analyzed with assistance from 

the University of California, San Diego.

Eighty-five percent of all polling centers observed by FEFA opened on time and only 3 

extremely insecure provinces experienced late openings at more than half of observed 

polling centers. Obstruction of voting was 

reported in 12 percent of polling centers 

observed by FEFA nationwide, intimida-

tion in 15 percent, underage voting in 29 

percent, family group voting in 24 

percent and unauthorized persons in 17 

percent. Contravening regulations, campaign 

materials were observed within 100 meters 

of 36 percent of polling centers covered na-

tionwide.  Observers in every polling center 

covered by FEFA reported that IEC staff 

lacked necessary materials and reports of the 

ink used to prevent repeat voting washing off 

voters’ fingers were received from 59 percent 

of all observed polling centers. 

After verifying hundreds of serious reports 

of Election Day irregularities, FEFA head-

quarters staff prepared packages of evidence 

and information and submitted these pack-

ages to the IEC and ECC for follow-up. 

FEFA’s first evidence package went to the 

IEC and ECC on September 23 and con-

tained information on cases involving 400 

polling centers in 28 provinces. The sec-

ond package went out on October 6 and 

contained    information on    490    cases    in    31    provinces.    The   third    package    included    

693 written accounts from observers and 13 CDs of supporting videos and photographic 
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evidence. In total, FEFA has submitted evidence on 890 serious cases in 31 provinces 

to both electoral bodies. Many of these cases involved ballot stuffing and intimidation 

of voters.   

FEFA’s final observation report for the 2010 parliamentary elections will be released in 

April 2011, and FEFA is now looking ahead to the role it and broader civil society can play 

in electoral reform.  After months of public protests, disputes and institutional clashes, 

the new parliament was seated in late January. The outcome of the 2010 elections left 

large segments of the electorate dissatisfied and increased conflict between the executive, 

judicial and legislative branches.

If future elections are to move Afghanistan’s nascent democracy forward, the electoral 

institutions must be more independent and the appointment of their commissioners 

must be consultative. Vetting must be conducted in a manner that respects candidates’ 

right to due process and at same time keeps armed powerbrokers off the ballots.  Fraud 

must be tackled more aggressively throughout the process.  Threatened individuals 

must be protected by law enforcement on an objective basis. And greater emphasis 

must be placed on the recruitment of women election workers and on making all 

aspects of elections accessible to women. These are just a handful of the changes 

needed to prevent further democratic regression, and the work must begin now, with 

civil society at the table from day one.

Glimpses of contrasting campaigns, one in support of a woman candidate and the other
against

Legal Framework and Electoral Procedures
Paolo Maligaya and Yada Hattatummanaon

Elections in Afghanistan are essentially guided by a set of rules, which were put together

and approved on 12th May 2004. The law containing (11) chapters and (62) articles in 

general was issued in pursuant to the Articles 33 (1) and 159 of the Constitution of 

Afghanistan, regulating elections and electoral matters. The law mandates that the elections 

be conducted based on free, secret, universal and direct ballots with equal right to 

participation. The electoral law also calls for the respect of free will, encourage voters to 

participate in the elections, and prohibit the imposition of any direct or indirect restrictions 

on voters and/or candidates on any grounds.

This report however, is a compilation of some of the issues emanating out of usage or

perhaps misuse of the laws that were thought to have had an impact on the holding of free

and fair elections on September 18, 2010. The issues have been identified randomly and

presented not in any order of importance. Some of these issues, which were prioritized as

has been listed below:

1.1. Use of intimidation and violence

According to the law and regulation, candidates shall respect voters and other candidates.

Candidates must not involve intimidation, violence, and armed groups in their campaign,

or to interfere in other candidates’ campaign. However, the use of intimidation and violence

by candidates and their supporters were found in many provinces including Herat,

Badakhshan, Balkh, and Baghlan.

Under the legal framework the following laws/regulations direct how elections should

be conducted by respecting the free will of all and by allowing everyone to participate 

in the electons without any threat, intimidation or coercion from any group of 

individual. For instance in Electoral Law Article 5 – there is a clear mention about 

“Respect for the principle of free will” which must allow voters and candidate to take part 

in the elections on the basis of their free will.
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Likewise the “Regulation on Electoral Campaign” Article 4 (2) – (3) specifies that

political parties, candidates and their supporters must not interfere and/or disturb in other

political parties or candidates’ electoral campaigns or their activities. Candidates and

political parties shall not involve armed forces personnel, such as MOD, MOI and NDS

troops in their electoral campaign activities while they are in military uniform or on duty.

The “Political Party and Candidate’s Code of Conduct,” has the following guiding rules: 

1. Respect vote secrecy and take proper action regarding its significance and awareness to 

 supporters and representatives and not apply any sort of force to learn about voters’ 

 tendencies.

2. Focus on prohibition and violence condemnation, intimidations and use of force in the 

 guidance and instructions manuals/references of political parties.

3. Membership should not contain of illegal armed forces.

4. Force, violations, intimidations and any parts of such tendencies should not be used. 

 In case of facing these kinds of situations, they are supposed to denunciate them.

Voters injured following attack by rival groups and gangs before the Election Day.

Major Cases Recorded by Observers

In Herat province, the PECC received complaints relating to use of intimidation and

violence by candidate’s supporters to prevent voters to vote for other candidates in the

district of Adreskan and Gulran, resulting in the closing of the polling center. Women

candidates received threats and were discredited by other candidates, resulting in not

being able to campaign in districts such as Shindan, Obeh, Fasi and Adraskan due to

security reasons. The PECC has also adjudicated one complaint and imposed sanction on

a candidate’s supporter due to the use of violence and arms during campaign. This resulted 

in one campaign worker being shot in the leg. The PECC also received a case of a 

candidate’s murder in Shindan district.

In Badakhshan province, according to the PECC, most districts saw instances of 

intimidation and some degree of violence especially in the districts of Kishim, Jurm, 

Darayem, Kuf-Ab and Argo. The PECC identified some cases of violation such as:

1. Baluch School Polling Center (PC Code: 1413156) candidate Abdul Mahbud Abid 

threw out the DFC at gun point and tried to take control of polling penter.

2. In Gandom Qul School (PC Code: 1413154) and Gandom Qul School (1413165) in

Kishim district, according to the PECC, on the eve of election, Abdul Mahbud Abid

forcefully installed his handpicked men as polling staff by taking the DFC at gun point.

On election day, PECC staff reported unlawful activities by the candidate and his

representatives like forcing voters to vote in his favor.

3. In Yamchayn School (PC Code: 1404070) and Harefaan High School (PC Code:

1404071), candidate Abdul Wali Naizi tried to force voters to vote in his favor. In the

same polling centers he and his representatives stabbed with knife 4 observers of other

candidates.

4. In Argo district, candidate Safi-ullah stabbed with knife 3 persons on Election Day-

In Markaz-e-Kishm (PC Code: 1413150) in Kishim district, in the presence of a PECC
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Under the legal framework it is clearly 

stipulated in Electoral Law Article 12 (7), 

that member of armed groups are prohibited 

from being nominated as candidates. Besides

this, individuals who command or are members 

of military organizations or armed groups 

(unofficial military forces) cannot register as 

candidates to run for elections.

Electoral Law Article 66 states that whether individuals meet these criteria will be 

investigated and confirmed by vetting commission under the presidency of the 

Commission, and composed of representatives of the Ministry of Defense, Ministry

of Interior Affairs, and General Directorate for National Security. According to 

Electoral Law Article 62 the ECC has duty to address complaints and to initiate 

investigation on the qualification of candidates and also have the power to disqualify 

candidates in case of justified reason. Therefore, citizens may challenge the eligibility 

of candidates having affiliation with IAGs to the ECC. 

A few of the major cases that appear to violate the provisions of above mentioned  electoral 

laws has been highlighted in the following paragraphs. 

Interviews with stakeholders, including ECC, in Nangarhar province revealed that armed 

warlord candidates who wield a lot of influence intimidated IEC staff and officials to work 

for them. There were cases of complaints filed with the ECC where IEC officers, primarily 

the DFCs, were said to be either working for candidates or are relatives of candidates 

themselves. An UNAMA official mentioned that candidates’ tribes or warlords stuffed their 

own people in the IEC to manage polling centers in their districts. A clear case of use of 

muscle power was on public display when a warlord candidate Haji Zaher Taher threatened 

provincial IEC commissioner in Nangarhar on provincial television. 

In Bandakshan  province, many voters believed (supported by off-the-record information 
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However, electoral campaigns in many provinces in general were carried out peacefully 
in accordance with the law, regulation and code of conduct on electoral campaign. In 
Herat, Kabul, Panjshir and Balkh, observers noted that candidates carried out their 
campaigns by organizing rallies, gathering in candidates’ campaign office or public 
space, distribution of campaign materials without any violence or involvement of armed 
personnel.  
 
 Use of violence and intimidation, especially in remote areas, could result in low voter 
turnout and can render the result of the election questionable. More importantly, unrest, 
either caused by candidates or other groups, is an open channel for electoral fraud like 
ballot stuffing. 
 
1.2 Questionable candidates not disqualified 
 
According to electoral law regarding qualification of candidates, a candidate must not be 
a commander or a member of an armed group. The vetting commission shall primarily 
verify candidates regarding this matter before finalizing the list of candidates. However, 
voters in many provinces are of the view that some of the candidates who qualified were 
well-known warlords and/or members or had links to illegal armed groups.  
 

 

 
 
 
Under the legal framework it is clearly stipulated in Electoral Law Article 12 (7), that 
member of armed groups are prohibited from being nominated as candidates. Besides 
this, individuals who command or are members of military organizations or armed groups 
(unofficial military forces) cannot register as candidates to run for elections.  

A group of influential persons together with a candidate outside the polling station  

commissioner, candidate Abdul Mahbud Abid tried to take control of the polling center,

intimidated polling staff and instructed voters to vote in his favor at around 10 am. When

the commissioner tried to stop the complying polling staff, the candidate threatened the

commissioner. The commissioner didn’t divulge his identity and left the polling center.

But the next morning of 19th September, the same candidate came to the PECC office in

Faizabad to lodge a complaint about fraud in same polling center. Upon recognizing the

commissioner, the candidate left without filing any complaint.

5. In Kub-Ab and Khwahan districts, the Chief District Officers/Mayors are brothers of

incumbent MP and candidate Fawzia Kofe. They took control of several polling centers

and influenced voting patterns in favor of Fawzia Kofe.

Good Practice

However, electoral campaigns in many provinces in general were carried out peacefully

in accordance with the law, regulation and code of conduct on electoral campaign. In

Herat, Kabul, Panjshir and Balkh, observers noted that candidates carried out their

campaigns by organizing rallies, gathering in candidates’ campaign office or public

space, distribution of campaign materials without any violence or involvement of armed

personnel.

Use of violence and intimidation, especially in remote areas, could result in low voter

turnout and can render the result of the election questionable. More importantly, unrest,

either caused by candidates or other groups, is an open channel for electoral fraud like

ballot stuffing.

1.2 Questionable Candidates not Disqualified

According to electoral law regarding qualification of candidates, a candidate must not be

a commander or a member of an armed group. The vetting commission shall primarily

verify candidates regarding this matter before finalizing the list of candidates. However,

voters in many provinces are of the view that some of the candidates who qualified were

well-known warlords and/or members or had links to illegal armed groups.
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Good Practice

The amendment of the law to specifically prevent commanders or members of illegal 

armed groups from being candidate is a positive sign toward free, fare and peaceful 

election. From the beginning of candidate registration until the finalizing of the 

candidates list, the Vetting Commission primarily verifies whether any candidate 

registered is a leader/member of illegal armed groups taken into account the records and 

evidence available with MOI, MOD and National. Before finalizing the candidates’ list, 

Afghan citizens may also challenge with the ECC the eligibility of candidates; the ECC 

in turn refer such complaints to the vetting commission. The commission received over 

40 complaints from the ECC and decided to disqualify 36 candidates.  

from the PECC) that 19 candidates are either warlords, members of IAGs, or had some 

links with IAGs. Some of these candidates were those reported to have used intimidation 

and violence against voters, DFCs, and polling officials to disturb polling process.

A person was seen collecting as many voter identity cards as possible outside a polling 
centre on the Election Day in Jawzjan.

Impact 

Unlike the ECC, the Vetting Commission can establish internal vetting procedure and 

there is no requirement to disclose information to the public. According to findings 

however, there are still warlords among the candidates, putting into question the 

transparency and efficiency of the vetting procedure and also the capability of the ECC in 

verifying candidates according to the qualification required by law. Having warlords or 

IAG members could also undermine the conduct of a peaceful election, as reported from 

many provinces where intimidation and violence were used to disturb or manipulate the 

election in its different stages and aspects (campaign, polling staff, voters, tampering with 

election materials, and manipulation of results.)

1.3 Limited Observation 

According to the law, as well as regulations and guidelines of the IEC, the electoral 

process must be conducted in maximum transparency, which includes allowing observers 

and candidates’ agents to observe the polling and counting process. A large number of 

observers and agents were accredited to observe the electoral process for the Wolesi Jirga 

election; however, in some areas, candidates’ agents were still not allowed to observe the 

polling process in a way that would have enabled them to detect irregularity if any. 

Under the legal framework the IEC’s guideline on anti-fraud measures calls for

“Maximum transparency” – in particular scrutiny of observers and agents, as well as

media – to maximize detection of error or malfeasance, and to increase confidence.

Observers and agents are encouraged to be present at warehouses to monitor compliance

with the intake and packing procedures

Polling Regulation Article 6 (2)(b) states thus: Considering the crowd or for security

reasons, polling station chairperson may put time limits on the presence of agents,

observers or media representatives in the polling center.

Some of the alleged cases of irregularities recorded during the observation process are

mentioned below:
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Counting ballots under lamps.

During the polling and counting process in Herat province, candidates’ agents were

allowed to observe all the process but at a distance. The agents were given limited space

inside the polling station from where they could observe the process. In some polling

stations, the chairperson allowed agents to observe the process in rotation with each

candidate agent allowed only 5 – 10 minutes inside the polling station for a maximum of

3 -5 agents while the rest of agents had to wait outside for their turn. Having to observe

the counting from a distance, the agents were not able to see clearly the mark on the

ballots during the counting.

At a polling center in Kabul province (PC code 01011010), the counting took place in the

dark using only a lamp, and the polling officer did not show the ballots to the agents

while counting.

 

Political party agents and elections observers watch the opening and the polling process on 
Election Day
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Good Practice

The IEC should be commended for making maximum transparency as a policy, by

allowing observers to closely observe all stages of the electoral process, including access

to sensitive materials and being present at the warehouse both before and after election.

Impact

Polling station chairpersons have the power to put time limits on the presence of

candidates’ agents inside the room. However, implementation is left to the discretion of

the chairperson alone and sometimes it could be implemented in a way that could

obstruct the agents’ ability to observe the process clearly enough to enable them to detect

any irregularities, especially in observing the counting process, which could raise

questions on the transparency of the process and the legitimacy of the result.

1.4 ECC: Capability and Procedure

Electoral law in Afghanistan established the ECC and PECC to address all complaints 

relating to voters, candidate, electoral staff, electoral process, electoral campaign and 

offenses including complaints regarding the result of the election which have to be 

adjudicated by the ECC prior to certification. However, the ECC and PECC are established 

as temporary ad-hoc bodies, which are dissolved after each election. Questions have also 

been raised about the ECC‘s complaint procedure, including timely adjudication of 

complaints.

Under the legal framework several provisions are available to make for a strong and

accountable process of complaints filing and dispute resolution. For example; Article 61

clearly states that the ECC and PECC are established to address breaches, complaints and

objections resulting from elections whereas Article 62 states that the Central and

Provincial Electoral Complaint Commissions shall have the following duties:

 1. To address complaints against the list of candidates and voters, and the conditions

 and qualifications of the candidates presented during elections.

 2. To address complaints related to electoral violations, provided that the complaints

 are received before certification of election results.

 

 Some of the inefficiencies of the laws and the procedure recorded would provide a

 clearer picture of the violations of the law.

 

 For example there appears to be no check and balance regarding legal framework on

 independent and neutrality of ECC, PECC and its staff. Not to forget that the ECC and

 PECC were established by the president to address breaches, complaints and

 objections resulting from elections in consultation with the speakers of the house and

 head of the Supreme Court.

There seemed to be complete ignorance of the laws in some instances. The law-Electoral 

Law Article 61 clearly states that the ECC shall be established at least 120 days prior to 

election date. However, the fact that the ECC does not have a permanent presence raises

serious questions about the actual utility of the laws.

Silence in law and procedure regarding the time limit for adjudicating of complaints:

PECC must make decisions known to the complainants and respondents in writing

without delay. However, there is no time limit for case adjudication, resulting in delay

in adjudicating of complaints.

Further, in cases where state employees or officials used their authority or power to favor 

or undermine certain candidates, the ECC could only impose sanctions as prescribed in 

Electoral Law 2010 but cannot remove employees/officials from their posts.

Implementation of Law and Procedure

Although authorized by law, the ECC does not seem to investigate electoral offenses

and irregularities without receiving complaints first. There is also delay and lack of

transparency in adjudicating complaints.

On a positive note, the ECC have issued specific procedures for complaints pertaining
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Major cases recorded

Non-transparency and delay in adjudication of complaints was observed in Bamiyan
Province. In contrast, there was effective and timely adjudicating of complaints in
Herat. According to the PECC, they were able to resolve 186 out of 190 preelection
complaints. The PECC in Herat have also imposed sanctions to 86 candidates, and 87 
were fined. Nine individuals were also removed from government position and 30 
election staff were fired or transferred to other districts. Two candidates were also 
removed from the candidates list and one case was submitted for prosecution.

to Polling and Counting Complaints, which include prioritizing of the complaints.

Progress of Law and Good Practice

Electoral Law 2010 provides more comprehensive details on electoral offenses, and a

clearer structure and mandate of PECC and ECC HQ. There is also clear authority on

imposing sanctions and penalties, including banning a political party or candidate if

members or their supporters commit any electoral violations. The ECC may also now

refer a violator for prosecution, if evidence of a crime is available.

Impact

Without sufficient measures to ensure easy access to ECC/PECC and complainant/witness 

protection, prospective complainants might hesitate due to fear of retaliation. This is 

especially true if the complaint relates to the qualification of a candidate or intimidation 

and fraud, which could severely undermine free, fair and peaceful election. Having no 

provision to ensure timely adjudication of complaint could also undermine the confidence 

of the people in the process.

1.5 Non-adherence to Correct Procedure by Polling Staff

ANFREL observed that many polling staff inside polling centers and stations did not

follow the correct procedure in administering the election, including late opening of

polling stations, no display of empty ballot box, no sealing of the ballot box before

voting, and even not allowing observers to monitor inside polling stations. Reasons for

non-compliance include lack of training, as well as bias for specific candidates.

Under the legal framework Electoral Law Article 66 states that the IEC can adopt rules,

procedures and guidelines for the purpose of implementing the provisions of the law.

According to electoral law, the IEC is responsible for the holding of free, fair and

accessible elections; the responsibility to enforce these laws, rules and regulations is

given to IEC officials and staff, especially the implementation of polling and counting

regulations.  Cases of non-adherence were observed in all areas.
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Impact

Non-adherence to prescribed rules undermines the transparency of the process as well as

the integrity and acceptability of the outcome. Ignorance to proper procedure could lead

to fraud or unnecessary errors.

1.6. Fake Voter Cards

Local media reported that more than one million fake voter cards were brought into

Afghanistan for the purpose of illegal voting on Election Day. The IEC admitted that it was

The punchers used were of poor quality and had to be 
replaced with a scissor or some other instrument.

difficult to differentiate between original from fake cards. ANFREL observed and

documented the existence of fake voter cards in some areas. However, there needs to be a

thorough investigation to establish the veracity of the cases recorded.

As per the legal framework the following are punishable offenses under Article 63 of the 

Electoral Law:

1. Providing false information to the Commission and its related commissions.  

2. Committing fraud in voting or vote counting.  

3. Possessing, or attempting to obtain, more than one voter registration card as a voter, or 

other certified documents from the Commission.  

4. Voting or attempting to vote using a fraudulent, forged or altered card or the card of 

another person.  

5. Changing, replacing, stealing, or destroying electoral documents without legal 

authorization.  

6. Duplicating, using and retaining false voter registration cards, other documents certified 

by the commission, ballots, or official forms.

Impact

Fake voter cards enable fraud. With the reported existence of thousands of fake voting

cards, some parliamentary seats might be won because of them, that could undermine 

Major cases recorded

1. In Pol Bagh Amoni Aayesha Dorani high school (code: 0101020) in Kabul, the
polling center manager said 6 fake voter cards were discovered in one female station, 
the cards reportedly having no photos, different color, and stamps. The cardholders 
were not allowed to vote and their cards destroyed. However, the IEC later said they 
made a mistake and the cards turned out to be authentic. At least 6 people were 
disenfranchised because of the mistake.   
2. Three fake voter cards were found by Kabul polling centre staff at Shahdoshamshira 
High School (0101029).  
3. In Namaz Jai polling center in Kapisa province, the police confiscated six fake 
voters’ registration cards reportedly made in Pakistan.   
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Voter education by the IEC in Herat province

not just the trustworthiness of the process, but also the legitimacy of the seats won. 

difficulty of distinguishing authentic cards from fake ones could cause disenfranchisement 

of otherwise legitimate registered voters.

1.7 Lack of Voter Education 

In most of the areas observed voters said they did not get enough information regarding 

the candidates, the polling center locations, and manner of voting, the latter resulting in 

invalid ballot papers on the Election Day.

The legal framework has sufficient provisions such as Electoral Law Article 66, which a

llows the IEC to adopt rules, procedures and guidelines for the purpose of implementing 

the provisions of the law.  Article 59 talks about publication and dissemination of ideas and 

opinions of candidates for the following reasons:

- Public information during the electoral campaign period, radio, television, press, 

newspapers and the rest of the mass media shall publish and disseminate information 

regarding views, goals and manifestoes of the candidates in accordance with the 

procedures established by the commission.

1. During the electoral campaign period, government mass media should publish and 

disseminate information regarding the views, goals and manifestoes of candidates fairly 

and impartially for the purpose of public awareness as agreed with the Commission.  

2. Government (State owned) mass media should set up goals, policies and procedures to 

ensure a fair and impartial coverage of the candidates’ plans as necessary and implement 

the provisions of paragraph (1,2).  

Cases of violations were observed in all areas.   

Good practice  

There were provincial IECs that truly made an effort to reach remote areas to conduct 

voters’ education, sessions with voters and not just putting up of posters.

Impact  

Though the IEC produced many voter education materials such as posters and adverts on

the electronic media, they did not address some of the most basic information that voters

needed, such as polling center locations. Lack of voter education can cause unnecessary

delays, frustration on the part of the voters, as well as high incidence of spoiled ballots if

the ballots are not marked correctly, leading to disenfranchisement.

Educating voters not just on the voting process but also on the significance of the process

itself could also lead to an informed citizenry, and active participation in political affairs

and nation-building.

1.8 Non-Application of the Ink

On Election Day a common observation was that many voters were not inked on the

correct finger, enabling multiple voting.
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Legal Framework: According to IEC regulations and guidelines, to verify eligibility of a 

voter, the voter should be checked for ink, and then marked by dipping the right index 

finger in a small jar of ink.   

Cases recorded: In Balkh provincial prison, the jail staffs were inked on the wrong finger. 

The team that conducted the polling also did not ink their fingers when they voted.

Voter’s washing off the Indelible ink from their fingers.

Use and misuse of indelible ink
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Impact  

Use of indelible ink is considered as the last line of defense against multiple voting. 

Nonadherence to its proper implementation undermines the conduct of a clean and 

honest election.

1.9 Low-quality Election Materials

Cases of broken card punchers, breakable seals, and easily washable ink were present in

all areas observed by the ANFREL team of observers.

Legal Framework: In a circular issued on Anti-Fraud Measures, the IEC emphasized on

the procurement of the highest quality materials, such as fully functional hole punchers

and indelible ink that contains “the highest concentration of active ingredient considered

safe for use on human skin.” The IEC also assured that materials such as the ballot papers

and other forms are printed at known secure printing houses to ensure quality control.

Positives

The IEC should be commended for recognizing the importance of the indelible ink and

for taking steps to ensure its quality. However, despite assurances from the IEC and the

UN regarding the indelibility of the ink, in many places, for example in Nangarhar and

Balkh voters could easily wash off the ink from their fingers. Granted, when the ink was

allowed to dry, it was truly indelible. However, when rubbed in water almost

immediately after application, the ink disappeared.

Impact

Ensuring the quality of election materials is an essential component of free and fair

elections as these materials serve as deterrent to fraud, especially the indelible ink,

regarded as the last line of defense against multiple voting. When these materials

malfunction, they cause not just inconvenience, but more importantly, they cast doubts on

the integrity of the process and the results.

(Note: Regarding the voters’ washing their fingers immediately after voting, this could be

a failure of proper voter education, as well as rule implementation in the polling centers.

Some voters reportedly claimed that they tried to wash the ink off in fear of the Taliban,

in which case this is also a security issue that must be addressed.)

1.10 Ballot Stuffing

Legal Framework: Though not explicitly mentioned as such, ballot stuffing is covered by

the Electoral Law under Electoral Offences (Article 63):

1. Committing fraud in voting or vote counting

2. Changing, replacing, stealing, or destroying electoral document without legal

authorization

3. Interfering with election materials or ballot boxes without having the due authority

Impact

Ballot stuffing is a serious offense with a huge impact on the integrity of the polls as it

subverts the electoral process in favor of certain candidates, effectively disenfranchising

voters, as their intent will not be reflected in the results.
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Major Cases Recorded

In Balkh province, candidates filed official complaints with the ECC regarding
supposed ballot stuffing incidents in the districts of Chamtal, Charbolak, and
Sholgara, where, in several polling centers, agents reported that voting did not take
place, or took place for only a few hours, after which commotions were caused by
local unit police to drive people away and to stuff the boxes with fake votes. (When
reached to confirm said complaints, the Balkh ECC refused to give information on the
complaint as well as on possible quarantine of ballot boxes, citing a gag order from
the ECC central office in Kabul). In Herat, several ballot boxes were quarantined due
to suspected ballot stuffing. In some other areas like Nangarhar, ANFREL observers
reported seeing in polling stations on election day translucent ballot boxes wherein
the ballots appeared as if neatly stacked, a sign that a ballot box may have been
stuffed before voting took place.

1. 11 Disclosure of Polling Center Locations / Access to Polling Centers  

The IEC should be commended for stressing on transparency as an anti-fraud measure by  

making available to election observers and candidate agents the list of polling centers to  

enable them to do their job. However, the IEC did not provide list provincial prisons and  

hospitals among the identified polling center even though voting took place in these  

locations, overseen by IEC mobile teams. In Balkh and Baghlan, absence of other local  

and international observers, as well as candidate agents, during the prison voting was  

noted. (ANFREL observers in Jawzan and Kabul reported presence of agents and  

observers in the prison).  

To ensure full transparency, the IEC should also inform observers and agents of other  

voting locations such as prisons and hospitals, to enable them to observe the process and  

deter possible cheating. In the Balkh provincial prison, cheating at the female section,  

where votes were cast by one person (the male jail warden) on behalf of female prisoners  

was witnessed. The proper application of the ink was also not strictly adhered to both in  

the male and female sections. The incident also puts into focus the neutrality of both the  

IEC and the police, at least in the said location, since they administered the voting in the  

prison.  

Another important point regarding polling centers is easy access to them. In Herat, the  

polling centers for Kuchis were located too far from their place of residence. Article 47 of  

the Electoral Law mandates that polling centers shall be established in areas easily  

accessible to the voters.  

It is therefore recommended that the holding of elections be made more transparent and  

more convenient for both the voters and the observers by ensuring that the polling centers  

are conveniently located and the location properly disclosed. Observers and candidate  

agents should also be more vigilant in anticipating conduct of voting in said locations.  

1.12 Difficulty of Verifying Results  

The IEC has taken pains in streamlining the counting and consolidation process, ensuring  

that there are safeguards in each step to ensure transparency, and also the credibility of  

the results by providing mechanisms for protest, quarantine of questionable ballot boxes,  

and even recount of votes.  

Focus however should also be given to verification of the results that will be released  

eventually by the IEC central headquarters in Kabul, where the polling station results are 

consolidated. The electoral law allows candidates to field agents to the different polling 

stations on election day, during which time they could not only be witness to the voting 

and counting, but also be able to keep their own tallies on behalf of their candidate. With  

the figures written down by their agents, the candidates will be able to have an unofficial  

tally of the results in their own areas.

Problems could arise though if there is difficulty in fielding agents. For many candidates,  

especially women and minority candidates, the problem is financial, as not all candidates  

are capable of mobilizing a province-wide team that would be present in all polling  

centers.  

However, this also becomes a security concern. More than a month before Election Day,  

the IEC already decided not to open more than 800 polling centers across the country due  
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to heightened security concerns. But many of the remaining polling centers were still not  

very secure. During interviews many candidates lamented their inability not only to  

campaign in, but also to send agents to certain areas on Election Day. In Balkh for  

example, some candidates expressed doubts on the results that came from certain districts  

because they believed proper voting did not take place there owing to instability on  

Election Day.  

With this kind of situation, it will be very difficult for candidates to verify the accuracy of  

the results that will come out from the IEC central office. This might also discourage  

good people from running in future elections if the process is not something they could  

trust and where they could have a certain level of control in terms of observation and  

verification. Further studies on vote verifiability should be undertaken and perhaps  

amendments to the electoral law be introduced to ensure that the interest of candidates are  

also protected further.  

1.13 Other Positive Observations  

1. In many areas like Kapisa and Balkh, there was very good coordination between the  

police, military, and IEC in implementing the security plan, from the deployment of  

materials to securing the polling centers. Security was very good except in the places  

mentioned.  

2. The Kapisa team noted that the IEC encouraged observers and candidate agents to be  

present to observe the whole voting process.  

3. There was minimal or no campaigning during the cooling period. Posters were taken  

down for Election Day in areas near polling centers in many provinces.   

4. Materials were generally delivered on time. In Balkh, materials were delivered to the  

polling centers on the morning of Election Day only, delaying the opening of polling  

stations, but only by 5-10 minutes.  

5. Commitment was shown by most polling staff to do a good job on Election Day  

despite limitations and inconveniences. However, the skills of the staff in each polling  

station varied.  

6. Transfer of materials was well organized. In some areas though like in Mazar-e Sharif,  

the ballots were transported from the school to the IEC receiving warehouse near noon  

the day after Election Day.

7. FEFA was more visible this election than in last year’s. In Mazar-e Sharif, all polling  

centers observed by ANFREL (except the provincial prison) had FEFA observers who  

seemed to know exactly what they had to do. (Intensive trainings were imparted by  

ANFREL’s capacity building team to FEFA Provincial and District Coordinators and  

observers before Election Day)  

8. Candidate agents were very much present. They had their checklists and tally sheets  

and were vigilant in their observation. They were generally enthusiastic, well behaved,  

and justifiably protested on points of procedure.  

9. In Kabul, female polling officers followed the process quite strictly. All the female  

voters with burqa had to show their faces. Even though the opening was late, the closing 

was on time and orderly.  

10. Observers in Parwan noted that voters, especially first-time voters, were enthusiastic  

to vote and expressed their interest to vote educated and highly qualified candidates.  

 

1.14 Recommendations  

1. Improving the over-all security situation in the area by beefing up security  personnel 

will discourage those who want to commit intimidation, and will  encourage voters to go 

out and vote on election day.  

The procedures of the vetting commission should be more transparent in order to  ensure 

public trust. The ECC should be more pro-active in initiating investigation regarding 

candidate affiliation with IAGs without having to receive any complaint  first. The ECC 

should develop measures to ensure safety of those who wish to file  complaints or give 

evidence or testimonies.  

2. A clearer guideline on the limits set for the number of agents who could observe  at any 

given time, as well as their distance to what they need to observe, should be  considered.  
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A permanent ECC secretariat office should be established to enable the ECC to  

develop its institutional skill and human resources in order to address complaint  

more effectively. It being a seasonal/temporary institution could be a reason why  

there is lack of drive to seek and investigate more cases of electoral fraud.  

Regarding the issue of criminal prosecution, the ECC should clarify on whether  some 

electoral offenses may contain evidence of crime, especially where abuse of  power by 

state authority to support or suppress certain candidates could amount to  crime under 

penal code. In cases where state employees or officials used its  authority or power to 

favor or undermine candidates, right now the ECC could only impose sanctions as 

prescribed in Electoral Law 2010 and refer the case torelevant state units in command of 

concerns officials/employee for further consideration whether to terminate the concerned 

employees/officials from their  posts. A follow-up mechanism on such complaints need 

to be put in place in order  to prevent further abuse of state power, corruption or misconduct 

of state  employees/officials with regard to elections.  

3. With the kind of responsibility given its officers and staff, it is imperative for IEC  to 

ensure that they recruit the most qualified people possible, and that they are  well trained 

to perform their tasks.  

4. Security markings should be put onto authentic cards to make them  distinguishable from 

fake ones. Polling staff should also be well trained to  appreciate the authenticity of the 

cards. The public should also be made aware  that possession of fraudulent cards is a 

punishable offense.  

In relation to this issue, with the case of possession of multiple authentic cards by one voter, 

the government should seriously consider coming up with a nationwide  census, then a 

reliable voters list. The registration process should be re-assessed  and strengthened to 

prevent issuance of multiple cards to one person. In many  countries, having a clean voters

list and a good registration process are enough to  render the need for voters’ cards 

unnecessary.  The IEC should conduct public information programs in the field, reaching 

out to  voters especially in remote areas, focusing on basic information that voters need  

the most. Additional hotlines (as well as awareness of their existence) should also

be set up to assist voters.  

The IEC should train its staff properly regarding the application of the ink.  Observers and 

candidate agents should also be vigilant and call attention to non-adherence to procedures.  

5. The IEC should ensure that their suppliers adhere to the strictest manufacturing  

standards, and that the quality of the materials produced is consistent throughout 

the country.  

Greater transparency of the process, in which observers are allowed to witness all stages 

of the election, is recommended to deter the possibility of ballot stuffing.  Security is 

another important element to ensure that the election process is carried  out smoothly and 

in its entirety, and also to enable observers and candidate agents  to do their job.
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Security Challenges 
Tadzrul Adha Bin Mohd Tahir

Analysis of the security situation in relation to fairness and freeness of the elections. 

As is usually the case in Afghanistan security was a major challenge in managing the 

elections, resulting in immense logistical hassles and problems regarding deployment 

of election officials and other operations related work. 

The run up to the election was 

flooded with reports of possible 

attacks on election facilities 

throughout the country. Before the 

elections it was generally believed 

that armed opposition groups would 

be trying out everything possible to 

intimidate voters so as to prevent 

them from participating in the 

elections. 

On the ground, a major concern was 

threats from armed opposition groups 

(anti-government elements or unknown 

groups) aimed at disrupting the election 

processes.  There was anxiety that it 

would ultimately lead to some polling 

centers being deactivated. At the end a 

number of  polling stations were closed 

but inspite of that casulties were reported 

     from many areas. 

In its first press statement released on the 9th September 2010 ANFREL expressed deep 

regret on the loss of lives of those working for the elections. In its observation, ANFREL 

noted that owing to potential threats and intimidation, candidates could not campaign freely 

nor could some voters participate in the electoral process. In particular the statement 

emphasized the need for the Afghan government to provide a functioning security parameter 

for polling centers and polling staff. Observers noted that during Election Day, security 

personnel were frequently idle and often abandoned their positions whenever the polling 

station and staff were under threat.

The Election on 18th September was the second Parliamentary election held since the 

fall of Taliban in 2001. Like the previous election, this time around too foreign funding 

allocated towards efforts aimed at improving the election process was a key feature 

of the electoral process.
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The security map that was worked out by security experts and armed forces identified 

certain pockets of attacks through out Election Day. However, this time attacks were 

registered in areas previously considered safe; the north of the country experienced 

continuous violence despite being peaceful prior to the Election Day.  According to NATO 

some parts of the south (Kandahar and Helmand) were the most volatile areas from a 

security point of view. But compared to 2009 the south witnessed lower incidences 

election related violence. The Afghan Interior Ministry’s statement disclosed that 21 

people were reportedly killed during Election Day 2010, including three police personnel.

Election related violence however, big or small continued to be reported throughout 

the Election Day. In Herat for instance, an improvised explosive device (IED) was found 

alongside a polling center in the Rubat Sangi district. Two civilians were reportedly 

killed that morning and five others wounded in an attack by the Taliban. Later at 5 in the 

evening also on Election Day, another IED was found in Shaidahi district (boundary 

ANA and ISAF patrol the streets on Election Day

between Herat city limits and Karukh district) on the road to Karukh district.  It was 

reported that the IED was immediately dismantled by the ISAF/NATO in the area.

Another example of violence that marred the election process in Logar was an attack on

16th September at night when a tent meant for use as a polling station in the vicinity of a

mosque in Pashtunabad area was attacked with small arms fire and heavy weapons.

Unspecified number of projectiles were launched from a distance accompanied by small

arms fire to cover unknown number of anti-government elements who allegedly entered

the polling station, looted the facility and set it on fire. Two local unarmed persons who

were guarding the facility fled following the attack. According to reports received in

Kabul ANP troops came to investigate the site 30 minutes after the attack.

Again on 16th September in Badghis province, armed opposition groups in the district

had reportedly requested electorates to boycott the elections besides making public their

intention to target IEC staff. In the neighboring Murghab district, two candidates were

reportedly abducted on their way from Ghormach to the Murghab DAC on 9th August. In

general, the level of AOG presence and activity was known to be high in Muqur,

Murghab and Ghormach district of Badghis province. Increased activities targeting

election elements were expected during the crucial days leading to the Election Day.

Surprisingly, both Helmand and Kandahar, which were identified as highly sensitive

provinces were free of incidents of any major violence on Election Day. Unlike previous

years wherein both provinces witnessed heavy casualties - before, during and after the

election - this year incidents of violence connected to elections seemed to occur a few

days after the Election Day. However, what may be of significance is that turnout of

electorate in these two provinces was low with people staying away from the polling

stations, which was perhaps the reason for the reduction of violence.

Election related violence went beyond those that emanated from armed and insurgent

groups. There were reports of clashes and fights between supporters and police in a

number of provinces such as in Baghlan and Badakshan. For example, in the Argo district
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of Badakshan province, a fight broke out between supporters of two rival candidates.

Another clash was reported from Faizabad city between the Mayor of Kishim district and

IEC polling staff after the former tried to intimidate the polling staff and influence voters

in favour of his brother; Mawlavi Abdul Mahbud Abid. Also the chief of police

mentioned that on Election Day at around 5 am, rocket propelled grenades were fired in

the Tagab-e-Keshm area. Police retaliated and one person was killed.

It has been frequently reported that many contesting candidates form alliances with

certain strongmen from within their respective localities to manipulate the elections

outcome. In the case of the parliamentary election, many of these candidates have been

known to employ fake voter cards in order to maximize the chances of winning over their

rivals. Although reports and proof of frauds have been circulated in both local and

international media, prevention of such activities is usually hampered by lack of

enforcement from the IEC. In addition IEC has shown a lack of coordination with other

election stakeholders to prevent such activities from spreading across the country.

Prior to the Election Day, television news regarding alleged industrial scale production 

offake voter cards in Peshawar, a border town of Pakistan created sufficient pressure 

on the electoral authorities to set up an investigation culminating in a decision to 

recount votes on some areas. According to IEC Chairman, Fazel Ahmad Manawi, some 

areas in at least seven provinces were asked to be recounted.

Frauds and Irregularities and Role of Warlords

The role of warlords or the so-called strongmen of Afghanistan in the country’s never

ending conflict has often been held as a cause for the ills that afflict elections. The roles

played by warlords in the country are seen as both significant and detrimental.

Significant in the sense that warlords are also leaders of certain tribal groups and local

committees and represent their aspirations. In the electoral process these warlords play a

crucial role in setting the agenda to represent tribal rights and aspirations. Their role is

often considered detrimental to the growth of a clean system as they are thought to abuse

their status and their influence to create an atmosphere of political bias that is prone to

violence. These activities are known to the international community but their impunity

An Afghan policeman shows off a knife he confiscated from a voter

has gone unquestioned.

The ANFREL election mission stresses on upholding of international standards on

election so as to ensure that a vetting commission is set up to investigate and disqualify

candidates on the basis of links to illegal armed groups.

In Afghanistan the Vetting Commission established by the IEC was tasked to work out a

mechanism to select and vet candidates for the Parliamentary Elections. In late July 2010,

the chief of the UN envoy to Afghanistan, Staffan de Mistura voiced his concern that the

process of vetting had not produced satisfactory results. Similar concerns were echoed by

Ahmad Nader Nadery, head of the country’s largest domestic monitoring organization –
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FEFA, that the vetting process was yet to come out with figures that included a series of

human rights violation and also cases of vote rigging and frauds in the previous year.

FEFA mentioned in its assessment that “90 percent of the Wolesi Jirga members who

were elected in 2005 have been certified to seek re-election.” It added that, “at least one

candidate has been disqualified while 15 are retiring and 10 died or were killed while in

office.

A notable analysis by the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission cited in

its report that more than 80 percent of provincial lawmakers and more than 60 percent of

those elected in Kabul had “links to armed groups.”

A total of 36 candidates out of approximately 2,500 were excluded from this year’s

elections through a process of screening done by an all-Afghan commission chaired by

the Independent Election Commission and composed of representatives of the Ministry of

Interior, Ministry of Defense and the National Directorate of Security.

Most of them were disqualified owing to their alleged links to illegal armed groups in

accordance with Afghanistan electoral law, which stipulates that individuals who

practically command or are members of unofficial military forces or armed groups cannot

run for office. However, a dozen more managed to slip through.

FEFA’s has expressed its concerns regarding the vetting process included the small

number of candidates disqualified, and the lack of information available about the

process itself –the criteria by which candidates were indentified, how much time they

were permitted to defend themselves, and the standard of proof used by the security

bodies in determining if they should be disqualified.

“Without a transparent process, we cannot know if potentially guilty candidates were

exonerated or potentially innocent candidates were disqualified,” said FEFA executive

director Jandad Spinghar. “Decisions can be made based on politics and power, instead of

a fair application of the law.”

In its report on the challenges faced during the 2010 elections, FEFA asked the electoral

and vetting institutions to publicly release a joint report on the vetting process, and called

for an independent panel, including representatives of civil society groups, to review the

the process after the elections.

Decree to Disband Private Security Companies

President of Afghaniatan Hamid Karzai decided on May-June 2010 to issue a Presidential

decree to disband all private security companies within four months.

This decree was enforced on July 2010 when the Afghan government announced that it

would order the immediate expulsion of eight foreign private security companies found to

have allegedly indulged in numerous human rights violations.

Since the beginning of the war on terrorism in Afghanistan in 2001, a large number of

private security companies had set up offices in Afghanistan, creating an industry that has

thrived on the lucrative security budgets of embassies and international organizations.

About 52 Private security companies are registered with the Afghan government where a

total of approximately 24,000 men are employed as security personnel. Roughly a quarter

of them are new recruits – locals – who joined due to lack of other employment

opportunities. It is important to note that many of the personnel hired or contracted by the

security companies have little security or combative training apart from prior work

experience as police officers or as low level army foot-soldiers. In addition to these

numbers, there are an undetermined number of security firms not registered with the

Afghan government currently hired by foreign embassies and international organization

all of which operate outside the jurisdiction of Afghanistan law. These unregistered

security companies are said to employ around 40,000 men, 26,000 of who work with the

US forces. Their primary job is to protect NATO convoys and secure international and

national institutions like ministries or embassy buildings.2

Like Iraq, private security companies (registered and unregistered) in Afghanistan too

have a very bad reputation. Apart from the fact that a lot of contractors are not well
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trained, a majority of the population mistrust them. This is because these companies are

said to be involved in several incidents of civilian deaths. In addition, some companies

are allegedly involved in corruption, assassinations and trafficking narcotics.

Unfortunately, the Afghan security forces are yet to become fully capable of managing all

forms of security needs. The US army withdrawal, which is slated to begin in mid-2011,

thus making the termination of private security companies in Afghanistan by 2011

somewhat unrealistic.

Role Afghan National Security Forces, and ISAF/NATO

The general perception of the population is that the Afghan National Police (ANP) are

corrupt, ill-trained and prone to take the law into their own hands without regard to due

process.

There are a total of 140,000 foreign troops stationed in all parts of Afghanistan, with an

additional 30,000 soldiers brought in under US President Barack Obama’s military

strategy. According to ISAF/NATO, Kandahar and Helmand are still the most volatile

provinces due to activities of insurgent outfits like Taliban and groups that have links to

narcotics and arms dealing. During the months leading up to the Parliamentary Elections,

the northeast, north and western regions of the country saw an increased number of

attacks linked to Taliban-style groups professing extreme views of Islam. The south

continued to record the highest number of casualties, the majority of them resulting from

roadside bombings and kidnappings.

The Taliban, known to have launched its campaign to retake Kabul have openly claimed

responsibilities for attacks aimed at election authorities. Civilians in villages were

reportedly threatened by these groups not to participate in the elections unless they were

willing to face further persecution.

Today the role of the ISAF/NATO are largely concentrated in areas where insurgencies

are still seen as a prominent threat, whereas in other parts of the country the ANSF is

taking charge of security operations.

During the election campaign period, some 15,000 ANSF personnel were deployed in all

the 34 provinces to protect the electorates and the stakeholders from further attacks.

Despite the heavy deployment of armed personnel, incidences of violence and

intimidation still occurred. In addition, corruption and human rights violations among

security personnel themselves created setbacks for the elections,

Election Related Incidents

Although violence marred the electoral process in many parts of the country, millions of

Afghans turned out to vote in the elections. A statement issued by the National Democratic 

Institute (NDI) said that, “Afghanistan’s 2010 electoral process has demonstrated that 

millions of Afghans – as candidates and their agents, voters, domestic election monitors 

and polling officials – are committed to ensuring that the nation’s government reflects the 

will of the people.”

However, in the same breathe NDI also pointed out many problems that continue to plague 

elections in Afghanistan, some dating back to Afghanistan’s first elections in 2004, still 

have not been addressed. These include a defective voter registration process, barriers to 

women’s participation, and the need to make the Independent Election Commission (IEC) 

and the Electoral Complaints Commission (ECC) more independent and less interference 

from the Executive.
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Media Role
Shawan Sen

Introduction

“In a democracy, the poor will have more power than the rich, because there are more of

them and the will of the majority is supreme” – Aristotle

Democracy revolves around the simple words ‘the will of the majority’, a concept that

has destroyed regimes and changed the face of history in the past and will continue to do

so in the future. And it is here that the role of the media comes in. Media in its most

sacrosanct form is the custodian of the ‘will of the majority’.

No democratic process can ever be successful without the media playing its role of a

fourth estate. Democracy minus the media is an inconceivable concept. Democracy

exhibits itself in the form of elections, a process to empower the people of the State with

their fundamental right of choosing their representatives.

An election is not just about casting a vote but enabling the voter to make an informed

decision. It is imperative that the voter gets enough information about candidates, parties,

policies and the election process. The media makes such awareness possible through

which it indirectly stabilises and consolidates a State.

Media in Afghanistan

“I think democracy fails under a variety of conditions and one of the conditions occurs

when people don’t have the ability to get the kind of information they need to make up

their mind. Ideologically, I don’t care much for FOX News. But the truth is that, as long

as there are countervailing points of view available on the spectrum, it doesn’t matter.”—

Howard Dean

In the case of Afghanistan, which is undergoing a transition, media plays a key role in

rebuilding the fragile society. This is also realised by the international donors who have

invested significant resources in the media with the hope to mitigate the ongoing conflict

and promote a sense of shared national purpose. The role of the media in Afghanistan,

however, cannot be analysed in isolation. To understand the media in Afghanistan, it is

imperative to take into consideration the turmoil the country has been in for the last few

decades.

From 1996 till 2001, the rampant ways of the radical Taliban did not allow much scope

of a free public sphere. And in order to ensure rigid control over the freedom of public

sphere, the Taliban strategically curtailed the freedom of the press. On the night of

September 26, 1996, when the Taliban entered the Afghan capital and took control of the

city, one of their first moves was to lock up the premises of the national television and

ban all the TV broadcasts.

Under the Taliban regime, the status of women and the freedom of press suffered the

most in Afghanistan. During this period, all the TV channels were shut down, less than

10 newspapers catered to the 21 million people of Afghanistan and there used to be only

one radio channel, which used to only broadcast religious programmes. Hundreds of

journalists were killed during the Taliban regime for writing against the oppressive rule

of the Taliban.3

Media providing coverage to a candidate’s election campaign
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The people of Afghanistan had high hope of a free public sphere with the end of the

Taliban regime. They had expected it to be the beginning of a democratic state with an

open media and a secured freedom of speech. To add to their woes, the exit of the

Taliban only meant the fierce taking over by the warlords, their gunmen and militaristic

parties. Instead of endorsing the conservative ways of the Taliban, they started using the

media to serve their political gains and propagate their agendas. Today, it is not just the

Taliban but the foreign forces which many a times act as an impediment in the growth of

the media in the country. Arbitrary arrests of journalists add to the woes of an already

suffering media landscape.

In the current scenario, the media in Afghanistan can be categorised into the several

groups:

1. Government media: Covers the government activities and policies and comprise

one broadcaster (Radio and Television Afghanistan) and five newspapers.

2. Media affiliated to political parties: It reflects a particular party’s policies, ideas

and activities.

3. Independent media: Comprises a number of independent newspapers, radio

stations, and TV channels that are gradually gaining people’s trust and get most of

their financial support from influential people.

4. Non-independent media: They are registered as independent but are actually

driven by political, ethnic, linguistic, religious and/or racial ideas and policies.

5. International media: This section of the media is perceived by many Afghans as

trustworthy and dependable.

Cases of Violence

Afghanistan remains one of the most dangerous places in the world for journalists.

According to media rights watchdog Reporters Without Borders, at least 14 journalists

have been killed because of their work since the Taliban were ousted in 2001.

■ According to Reporters Sans Frontiers, around four journalists -- Hojatullah

Mujaddedi, radio station manager; Rahmatullah Nekzad, a contributor to AlJazeera; 

Mohammad Nadir, AlJazeera journalist -- were arrested by the international forces 

due to their coverage of the parliamentary elections and their alleged links with the 

Taliban.

■ Sayed Hamid Noori, an anchor for state network Radio Television Afghanistan,

was stabbed repeatedly near his home late on September 5, 2010.

■ Relatives of AlJazeera journalist Abdul Majeed were detained by Afghan and

foreign forces on September 6, 2010. Khillid radio journalist Nora Jan was also

detained by the NATO forces for having alleged links with the Haqqani group.

In the face of continuing violent conflict and political instability dreams of a free and

independent media sector in Afghanistan go unrealised. It is essential, therefore, to

reassess the media landscape and re-evaluate how the media can be best employed as a

tool for peace building in Afghanistan.

Media and Election

Election is certainly an acid test for the media. It is crucial that they reflect some

sensitivity and maturity while covering the elections. And more so while covering an

election during the transitional phase of a nation.

Unlike in many other countries, the role of the media in Afghanistan during elections has

to be viewed and understood in the context of the country’s development and structures.

Many of the challenges and shortcomings of the media during elections are only

symptoms of broader structural weaknesses. The indicators of judging the independence

of the Afghan media cannot be the same and there is no one prism through which it can

be viewed. In a country where the rule of the gun has reigned for three decades, the “rule

of the word” is vital but difficult to achieve.

According to Article 59 of the Afghanistan Electoral Law, 2010, the media shall make an

effort to inform and educate the public on matters relevant to the electoral process and
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shall try to the best of their extent to cooperate with Independent Election Commission

and Media Commission to impartially inform the largest number of citizens regarding the

importance of voting, the platforms of candidate, basic campaign issues and how to

participate in the election.

Media Election Institution

The Media Commission was appointed by the Independent Election Commission under

the Afghan Electoral Law (Article 60) to monitor fair reporting and coverage of the

electoral campaign period. The Commission received complaints concerning any

breaches of fair reporting or coverage of the political campaign, or other violations of the

Mass Media Code of Conduct.

The Commission was appointed on July 12, 2010.

The local and international media, which were accredited by the government, came under

the ambit of the Commission. With regards to international media, only those media

organisations, which had their accredited offices in, the country came under the scrutiny

by the Commission.

In terms of prosecution, the Commission had been equipped with various powers like

imposing a fine, cancellation of the accreditation. But when it came to financial powers,

the Commission was entirely dependent on the IEC. The Commission had to make a

proposal to the IEC which in turn forwarded it to the UNDP.

In order to communicate to the media organisations about the Code of Conduct, the

Commission had organised workshops, whereby the Commissioners informed them about

the procedures in relation to media breach, silence period code and electoral campaign

coverage.

The workshop was conducted in provinces where there was media presence like

Jalalabad, Mazar-e-Sharif. A press conference was also held at Kabul.

Any registered voter, political party, candidate or their agents, who witnessed a violation

of the media code, could record an official complaint with the Commission. The

complaint form was made available on the website of the Commission. The complainant

had to submit the complaint within 72 hours of the alleged violation was witnessed.

The complaints were investigated by a team, which was appointed by the Commission.

The members of the investigation team were a part of the Commission. The

Commissioners took the final call.

The Commission had the authority to adopt one of the following measures depending on

the nature of the violation as per the provisions of Article 59 of the electoral law, 2010:

ANFREL Executive Director Ms. Somsri Hananuntasuk speaking to the media on
Election Day
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--         Issue a warning to the violator to rectify the mistake

--         Assess a fine up to 5,00,000 Afghani

--          May send the case to the relevant authorities for prosecution

--          Cancel the licence of the media organisation

According to the Electoral Complaints Commission, 31 media organisations were found

to have violated the media law. The violations included partial interviews, media

coverage of certain candidates and running advertisements well after the campaign period

was over.

 

Despite all the shortcomings, the appointment of a body like the Media Commission

certainly reflects an image of a matured election machinery. The Media Commission has

acted in a prudent manner in this election.

International Coverage

In the run-up to elections, much of the international media reported on the deteriorating

security conditions for the elections and the high-expectation of fraud and vote-rigging,

with the occasional article on the hopes of Afghans in instigating change through the

polls.

After polling day, the international media headlines fixated on the fraud and vote-rigging

despite recognising the efforts of the IEC -- best exemplified by the New York Times

headline “Afghan Election Commission Is Praised for its Fairness, in spite of tainted

voting” for the article dated October 20, 2010.

This “election hope” that was expressed prior to polling day were generally dropped for

more pessimistic news and analysis of the political situation in Afghanistan.

International media coverage of Afghanistan has generally followed a trajectory based on

US interests - Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism (PEJ) News

Coverage Index noted that when US President Barack Obama decided on a surge of

30,000 troops in the last quarter of 2009, Afghan coverage in the mainstream

international news media jumped to 9 per cent but then plunged to only 3 per cent in the

first 5 months of 2010. When Obama removed General Stanley McChrystal as

Afghanistan commander in late June 2010, coverage spiked again, as it did again when

WikiLeaks unearthed 90,000 classified war reports in July 2010, generating 20% of the

network news airtime studied by PEJ News Coverage Index.4

The week prior to the 2010 Parliamentary election polling day saw coverage of Afghan

events overshadowed by the campaigning in the US mid-term congressional elections.

Afghanistan news was only the fourth most widely covered topic of the week -- press

coverage of the conflict (including the parliamentary elections) summed up to 3 per cent,

according the PEJ News Coverage Index.

A blogger5 noted that the US media giants like the New York Times approached the

elections with a very grim look focusing on fears of violence and low voter turnout and

painting an overall gloomy picture. The European media outlets were comparatively

milder in their approach. The marginal difference were that the British media like BCC

and The Guardian were willing to mention the possibility of successes like a decent

turnout and a relatively low degree of fraud.

This assessment is shared by Oliver North of Real Clear Politics6. North contended that

“most U.S. media coverage of Afghanistan’s experiment in representative government

focused on insurgent attacks aimed at disrupting the vote. Newspaper and television

reports claimed “low voter interest” and highlighted “Taliban attacks aimed at reducing

turnout.” But, as we learned once we arrived here, those stories were simply wrong….

The consistent theme in the U.S. media is that we are engaged in a war that cannot be

won. “Reporters” here and editors at home have decided their theme: Afghanistan is a 

lost cause.”
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Local Media

Despite all the violence perpetrated against journalists, media coverage during the

elections had largely been informative. Afghan media have aired audio and video

recordings that caught government and IEC officials in the act of committing fraud - the

most sensational of which allegedly involved Minister of Energy and Water Ismail Khan

seeking to sabotage a candidate in his native Herat province.

Coverage of Kabul Weekly

1. “Nominees worry about vote-buying, lack of campaign finance reporting”. September

7, 2010. The report states that around 700 nominees in Kabul were vying for 31 seats in

the Parliament. Huge amount of money was being spent by the nominees to woo the

voters. Despite limited campaign funds, an anonymous nominee told the weekly that he

had printed 50,000 posters and distributed them across the city. It also highlights the

change in the policies of the Independent Election Commission. Unlike the presidential

and the first parliamentary elections, the election commission this time refrained from

publishing the campaign expenditures.

2. “Concerns mount over illegal voter registration.” August 18, 2010. This front page

report was published just a day after the voter registration process ended. The weekly

brought to the fore the issue of many eligible voters being denied a voters id card while

an unaccounted number of voters were able to obtain multiple cards. The source of this

report was the Free and Fair Electoral Foundation of Afghanistan (FEFA). According to

FEFA, children also received cards in the registration centres across the country.

In the same edition, the weekly reported about the discrimination meted out against

women candidates in Herat. “Herat female nominees feel discrimination”. Incidents like

posters and billboards of female candidates being defaced and torn down were reported.

Few female candidates told the weekly that some male candidates had intimidated them

so that they do not run for office. The candidates also complained about the lack of

security provided by the ministry of interior.

3. “Electoral public outreach campaigns limited this year, candidates say”. September 1,

2010. Three weeks ahead of the election day, the weekly reported that the Electoral

Complaints Commission, which was responsible for the public awareness campaign, had

not conducted an extensive outreach programme. The little that had been conducted was

imbalanced as many media outlets with nationwide coverage had been deliberately left

out. According to the sources of the weekly, broadcast stations like Afghan TV, Sepehr

TV, Tamadon TV -- limited national coverage -- had got a larger share of the advertising

money for the election.

A number of candidates had given their advertisements in the Kabul weekly. The

candidates largely used the advertisements to educate the voters about their respective

symbols. Same candidates had put up their advertisements in a number of editions

leading up to the elections.

Daily Outlook

1. “Candidates campaign by distributing CDs, T-shirts”, September 7. The report and

headline certainly did not match as the headline indicated that a substantial number of

candidates had started this new form of campaigning whereas it was just a single

candidate, which had adopted this new method.

Accusations of attempts to influence/control the pre-election media coverage of in

Afghanistan by the media:

2. As early as February 2010, it was reported that the greatest impediment to the

independent press in Afghanistan was the government. Rahimullah Sa nder of the Afghan

Independent Journalists’ Association complained that the Taliban treated journalists better

than the government.

According to Reporters Without Borders, media regulatory bodies were “under the

government’s thumb”.

3. The British Ministry of Defence was accused in March 2010 of attempting to ‘bury bad

news” by banning journalists from the Afghan frontline during the election campaign.
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4. Emroz TV, one of Aghanistan’s private television networks was suddenly shutdown in

July 2010 by the Ministry of Culture and Information and the Attorney-General. The

closure had been ordered on July 27, 2010 by Afghanistan’s Council of Ministers. The

rationalisations behind the closure were vague, with Emroz TV being accused of creating

religions divisions. The Inter Press Service reported that many media insiders and

observers in Afghanistan had assumed that Emroz’s closure was prompted primarily by

its consistently anti-Iran and anti-Shiite stance. The station had been critical of Vice-

President Mohammad Karim Khalili as well as leading Shiite scholar Sheikh Asif

Mohseni and Mohammad Mohaqiq, a member of Parliament representing the ethnic

Hazara minority, for allegedly being Iranian agents. Emroz owner and member of

parliament Najibullah Kabuli had himself led the protests against those who were seen to

be pro-Iran among Afghan leaders.

Challenges 

Despite making considerable amount of progress, Afghanistan media does face immense

pressure from various quarters. In such trying times, indicators for judging the journalists

working in this country need to be carefully drafted.

The government of the day had made many attempts to curb freedom of expression in the

run-up to the elections and thereby reduce the role of the media as a watchdog. No large-

scale or systematic intimidation of the media by the government was, however, reported.

The prevalence of partisan reporting puts pressure on journalists to conform to the

political interests of the media outlets. This defeats the entire purpose of journalism.

The election coverage faces major challenges in areas where the government’s control is

weak and control by various insurgent groups is strong. The lack of security makes it

difficult for journalists to report about the ground realities. The possibility of electoral

fraud is also greater in such places, to which the access of the media is limited. The

chances of retaliation by the government or insurgents dissuade many journalists from

reporting openly about electoral malpractices.

Another problem faced by the media is lack of access to information about campaign

funds, about the functioning of mechanisms meant to control the campaign expenses of

candidates and about sources of campaign funding – internal or external.

Conclusion

While the media scene in Afghanistan has improved over the years, there are many

important concerns about the conduct of elections as well as media coverage of elections.

If structural issues are not addressed, it will be a long and hard struggle for the media to

promote a culture of free, fair, balanced and accurate coverage of elections.
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The right to vote will continue to be an important way that gives the power to the people

of any country to shape their governments and the decision making processes. Article 21

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter UDHR) recognizes the

importance of free and fair elections to ensure participatory democracy. Article 25 of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (hereinafter ICCPR) is one of the

major international instruments that guarantee the right to vote. While the significance 

of right to vote to a transparent and free election is universally recognized, millions of

people around the world remain denied of their right to participatory democracy due to

various reasons including inter alia poverty, illiteracy, intimidation and unfair election

processes7.

On 18th October, 2010, Afghanistan held the second Lower House of the National

Election (hereinafter Wolesi Jirga) in its election history8. Despite the allegations of

electoral fraud, cheating, violence and vote buying voters demonstrated a keen interest

for voting. According to Independent Election Commission (hereinafter IEC) in

Afghanistan, there are 4, 271, 9089 registered voters, required to vote for selecting 249

candidates and 39 per cent of them are women voters. Afghanistan consists of different

ethnic groups including Kuchi. They are one of the most vulnerable tribal communities in

Strengthening Democracy in Afghanistan: Exercising Universal
Franchise, “Political participation as Human Right”

Chandanie Watawala

Afghanistan. Along with other major communities, around 108, 359 Kuchis
10

 took part in 

the election process to elect their representatives. This figure is 2 per cent of total voter 

turnout and is noted to be less than the percentage in last presidential election (2.83 per 

cent)
11

. 

Since the Presidential Election in 2004, five elections
12 

were held till date.  According to 

many reports these exercises all but failed to meet national and international human rights 

standards (ANFREL, 2010; Katzman, 2010; National Democratic Institute, 2009). The 

Constitution of Afghanistan is the Supreme Law of the country and it was adopted as a 

result of Bonn Agreement in 2001. The Constitution consists of many rights including right 

to select and change the government peacefully
13 

. 

The Constitution of Afghanistan empowers and mandates the Election Commission 

for administrating and organizing the election, which includes registering the people 

for voting
14

. Many elections end with allegations of IEC staff being partial, corruption, 

irregularities and lack of resources or non-quality equipment as well as allegations of 

frauds. Continuing insurgency is another major obstacle for organizing a free and credible 

election. This was corroborated by IEC in its press released on 16th September, wherein 

it was stated that, “the total number of polling centers across the country on Election Day 

stands at approximately five hundred ninety (590). Security forces indicated nine hundred 

thirty eight (938) planned polling centers would not be able to be secured, and the IEC has 

decided against opening polling centers in these areas”
15

.
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At the same time this election pays little or no attention to disadvantaged groups, 

in particular refugees or displaced people who are in Iran and Pakistan.  Except last 

election, in previous elections these marginalized groups were considered as citizen of  

Afghanistan and they were given a chance to exercise their rights with the support of 

International Organization for Migration (hereinafter IOM).  IEC arranged special 

polling booths for refugee communities in Iran and Pakistan. There were 818,189  

Afghan dispalced persons (577, 776 in Pakistan and 240, 413 in Iran) voted for first  

Presidential election in 2004 
16

. 

There is however, a more positive dimension to the electoral process in Afghanistan that 

has strengthened since Presidential Election in 2004, and that is the role of civil society 

organizations in monitoring and releasing their findings on all aspects of the conduct 

of elections by the Independent Election Commission. The number of organizations
17 

involved in such monitoring has increased, as has the scope of their work. 

In particular this chapter focuses on national and international obligations under human 

rights law. First section of the paper discusses various dimensions of the concept of 

human rights, and Afghanistan’s obligations to national and international human rights 

standards. Finally an analysis of the institutional mechanisms required for promoting 

free will of the people is provided. This is based on field experience
18

, interviews with 

different stakeholders (voters, campaign workers, candidate- observers, candidates, civil 

society organizations, IEC staff, ECC staff, AIHRC staff, EMC staff, security personals 

etc). Apart from that the paper is based on reviewed many articles published in relation to 

human rights situation in Afghanistan. Finally it explores possible recommendations for 

development of human rights situation through strengthening democracy. However, this 

chapter is limited to election related human rights violations and is not an analysis of the 

overall situation of human rights. 

Is the Government of Afghan able to protect and promote rights?  

The Bonn Agreement in 2001 put an end to 23 years of Afghan Civil war and Taliban 

regime. A Constitution was adopted on 3
rd 

January 2004 observing international human 

rights law
19

 for strengthening democracy. In 2004, the Presidential Election was a new 

experience for Afghan people as this was the first popular election in the history of 

Afghanistan and people were able to exercise their rights as stated in the Constitution
20 

. 

While elections alone do not guarantee democracy, the electoral processes need to 

address two points at the same time. First, it is to decrease election-related violence. 

The Constitution, guarantee many rights including, right to life
21

, freedom from arbitrary  

arrest and detention
22

 freedom from torture
23

, right to equality
24

, right to form an  

association including forming a political party
25

, freedom of expression
26 

etc. However, 

recent elections did not see any improvement of human rights situation in the country. 

Secondly, the enhancement of democratic avenues through establishing independent 

institutions. Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC) and Independent Election 

Commission (IEC) are two important institutions established under the new Constitution 

and their mandate is to promote and protect human rights. Establishment of independent 

institutions is not enough to promote and protect human rights, but their effectiveness is 

important in achieving the goal.

19 Article 7 of Afghanistan Constitution  
20 Article 33 of the Constitution guarantee “citizen of Afghanistan have right to elect and be elected 
21  Article 23 of the Constitution  
22 Article 27 of the Constitution  
23 Article 29 of the Constitution 
24 Article 22 of the Constitution  
25 Article 35 of the Constitution  
26 Article thirty four of the Constitution
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Factual Situation of Human Rights 

The country’s human rights record remained poor after passing many national laws and 

regulations, and ratification of international instruments. Human rights violations by 

different stakeholders are widespread. This situation did not witness any change during the 

election. State officials, non-state officials, security personals including state and non-state 

personals were engaged in violating rights of the civilians. This situation badly affected 

the free will of the people.   

1. Right to Life 

The right to life is enshrined in a wide variety of international human rights law documents, 

including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
27

. In the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), to which Afghanistan acceded in 1983
28

, it is stated 

that, “Every human being has the inherent right to life. The right shall be protected by law. 

No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life
29

”. 

Adhering to this law must involve respecting and ensuring right to life of the people. In 

the case of Afghanistan, there were many people killed by unknown gunmen, and such 

cases were not put up for trials. This trend in Afghanistan was questioned by UN special 

Rapporteuer on Extrajudicial, Summary, and Arbitrary Executions after visiting the 

country in May 2008. He reported many police killings and at the same time suggested 

several recommendations to improve the situation. Main suggestions were to reform the 

Afghan National Police (ANP) and the judicial system
30

. 

During the last election, numerous reports stated that state agents and illegal armed groups 

committed arbitrary or unlawful killings. Since July 2011, at least 15 campaign workers 

have been killed by unknown actors. This figure must be much higher than 

reports, as no reliable figures on extra-judicial killings during the period of election were 

made available to the public
31

.

2. Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 

Torture seeks to destroy a victim’s personality and denies the inherent rights of a human 

being to his life. Freedom from torture is a universal and a fundamental human right 

for all and is guaranteed under international laws, but acts of torture are committed 

against men, women and children everyday all over the world. The United Nations has  

condemned torture and it is a crime under international law. It is absolutely prohibited  

and cannot be justified under any circumstances. UN resolution 36/156 says, “freedom 

from torture is a right that must be protected under any circumstances, including in times 

of internal of international disturbances or armed conflict”
32

. 

Afghanistan acceded to the Convention against Torture on 1
st 

April 1987
33

 and under its 

obligations state parties are obliged to implement measures against torture. However, real 

and pronounced commitments towards protecting citizens continue to be absent in the 

actual implementation of the obligations inherent in the Convention. 

In the course of the conflict, both sides carried out serious violations of international  

human and humanitarian law. State actors as well as all non-state actors have carried out 

torture in a wide scale. Conflict and security situation is often cited as a reason – and an 

excuse- for the violation of fundamental human rights, in particular for torture within the 

country.

32 UNGA Resolution A/AES/54/156
33 Office of the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights, 
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cat-ratify.htm, viewed on 13th November, 2010 

 Afghan Election Candidates are fear in attacks, Amnesty International, 
http://www.amnesty.org/en/news and updates/afghan election candidates fear attacks 2010 09 16 

31
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A case in point is that of an incident that occurred on 20th September at Charikar Police 

station in Parwan province. Dr. Abdul Jamid, Mr. R. Aziz Ahamad and Mr. Shamsudin 

were tortured inside the police station.
34 

3. Arbitrary Arrest and Detention  

Human Rights, which assure freedom from arbitrary arrest and unlawful detention stem 

from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), 1948. It states that no one  

shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest and detention and this right is legally defined by the 

major international Human Rights instrument
35

. 

Afghan Constitution has substantially incorporated the content of UDHR and the ICCPR 

and guaranteed free from arbitrary arrest and unlawful detention. 

“No one shall be pursued, arrested, or detained without due process of the law”
36 

The Constitution further guaranteed appointment of defense lawyers
37

. Amnesty 

International 2009 Human Rights Report in Afghanistan reported detention camps in US 

Military airbase Bagram as well as other US Military air bases. According to the report 

more than 600 persons are being detained for several years without proper legal action. 

Their chances to seek assistance from outside are very rare
38

.

It is pertinent to note here that Afghanistan having acceded to the ICCPR 24th January 

1983
39

 and thus is obliged to report measures taken to give effect to the rights recognized  

in the Covenant. Arbitrary arrest and detention by the police and other security personals, 

as well as paramilitary officials are widespread and this is freely exercised during the 

election period for limiting their voting rights. Although figures of the arrests did not  

come into public domain perhaps for the fear of ‘rulers and warlords,’ the ANFREL 

team was able to collect information in Parwan province during the election observation 

mission. There were four persons arrested by Jabul Saraj and Charikhar police stations 

during and after election. They were not given enough reasons as to why they were  

arrested by the police
40

.

4. Freedom of Expression  

Freedom of expression including freedom to seek, receive, and impart information 

and ideas of all kinds regardless of frontiers, either orally and writing are guaranteed 

by many international documents
41

. Though many states do not have full enjoyment of 

these rights they are guaranteed in their supreme law. This is very similar to Constitution 

of Afghanistan that guarantees full enjoyment of expression, which cannot be violated 

under any circumstances. Afghan people have the right to enjoy printing and publication  

without prior approval from the state
42

.  In contrast, the same Constitution states that,  

Islam is a sacred religion and no law is above beliefs and practices of Islam
43

. Therefore, 

such articles can be easily used for controlling opposition political views and opinions.  

Mass Media Law of Afghanistan in 2006 is also no different from Constitutional  

provisions. Article 45 of the Media Law states that no one can say anything.  
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against Islam”. The same Law states that no one has the right to express anything against 

national interests. At the same time all media stations, newspapers and printers are 

requested to register under the Ministry of Information and Culture. The Government of 

Afghanistan strictly prohibits foreign investment in the media. Therefore, it is difficult 

to say that legislative changes favour promoting of real freedom of expression in the  

country. This is against the Preamble of the Law, which states that the media law should 

be in accordance with the Afghan Constitution and the International Covenants that the 

country has become a party to. 

Free and fair elections are part and parcel of freedom of expression. This was  

recommended by ICCPR General Comments No. 25. Para 12 of the Comments stats 

that, “freedom of expression, assembly and association are essential conditions for the  

effective exercise of the right to vote”. In this regard first and foremost responsibility of  

the State is to take measures to remove all the barriers against freedom of expression. 

5. Right to Form a Political Party 

Right to form a political party is a fundamental right of Afghan citizens as stated in the 

Constitution. The Political Parties Law of Afghanistan gives wide definition on “political 

parties”. Article 2 of the law states that an organized society consisting of individuals 

undertakes activities for attaining its political objectives, locally and/or nationwide, based 

on the provisions of this law and its own constitution. Even though the law on political 

parties provides a wide definition of political parties, however the same law restricts its 

activities stating, “no political party is permitted to exist that advocates anything that is 

deemed to go against Islam”. 

Voices of “political parties” are not popular in the country even though there were 108 

parties registered as on August 2009. Past activities of political parties do not favour 

their future. Most of the political parties have bad experiences of involvement in conflict, 

ethnic tensions and factions within the military. Therefore, people do not have much faith  

on them. Most of the candidates prefer to be independent. 

6. Freedom From Forced Disappearances 

Forced disappearances take place all over the world, in particular in countries where there 

are ongoing conflicts, political instability, human rights violations etc. This phenomenon 

is a common feature to Afghanistan. According to the 2009 report of the UN Working 

Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, Asia accounts for the highest number 

of cases reported the last decades and Afghanistan makes a sizeable contribution to these 

figures. However, an accurate number of those disappeared are difficult to publish since 

there are no factual data. State forces as well as non-state actors are responsible for these 

disappearances.  

As stated in the Convention, enforced disappearances cannot be justified under any 

circumstances, whatsoever, be it a state or threat of war, internal political instability or  

any other public emergency situation. The Convention as well as Rome Statute affirms  

that enforce disappearances are described as a crime against humanity.  In most of the 

conflict countries not only state forces are responsible for the disappearances but also  

non-state actors are also responsible for them. It is therefore the first and foremost 

responsibility of the states to take steps against enforced disappearances. Unfortunately, 

Afghanistan is not a party to both the international agreements. 

7. Women and Political Participation 

Although women do not hold key positions during the electoral process, they render 

significant contributions during election campaigns by taking part in organizing 

public meetings and rallies. Women candidates engaged in the task of mobilizing and  

canvassing voters. By making special arrangements such as separate voting booths for 

women, and females presiding polling officers, the turnout rate of women voters had 

increased
44

. 

44 The level of enthusiasm among women to exercise their voting rights was very high and women turnout 
was 1,668,617 last Parliamentary Election.  
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Afghanistan ratified Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination

Against Women (CEDAW ) without any reservation on 5th March 2003,45 which

provided new experiences for the Islamic world. However, in many cases women have

had less opportunity to participate in political activities compared to men. For instance a

female candidate Roozia Haidari from Badakshan province alleged that she was

prevented by religious leaders to campaign in mosques and schools on the pretext that it

was un-Islamic.

Despite Constitutional guarantees of equal rights for men and women, women have very 

limited space to exercise their rights as a result of male domination at home. In many  

areas in Bamyan Province, especially in areas where Tajiks reside women were not  

allowed to come out to vote. Besides, that women received death threats from unknown 

persons during the election. For instance the case of Zainab Haibat was highlighted in 

many media during the last election. A resident of Joe Dukhtar village of Syagard 

district in Parwan she had received threats many times from unknown persons before the  

elections. 

8. Political Rights for Displaced Persons and Refugees 

Around the world today there are some 25 million people who have been forcibly  

uprooted from their homes as a result of violent conflicts, gross violation of human rights 

and other tensions
46

. Even though, they were forcibly uprooted from their homes no one 

can violate their basic rights as human beings. Right to participate in political activities is 

also a basic right of human beings, which is guaranteed by many international treaties. In 

particular, Article 25 of the ICCPR ensures universal and equal suffrage, which means no 

distinctions are permitted on grounds of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or 

other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. The Human Rights 

Committee, which is the monitoring body of the ICCPR has to ensure that the political 

participation of homeless persons in its General Comments No. 25. The Committee 

specially recalls states responsibility to take measures for involvement of homeless  

persons for decision making or political processes stating, “states must take effective 

measures to ensure that all persons entitled to vote are able to exercise that rights  

(Para 11, General Comments 25, ICCPR Article 25) 

More than 3.5 million Afghan people live in other countries
47

. Among them there are two 

million Afghan people living in Pakistan an around one million people living in Iran
48

. 

The involvement of displaced persons in the political process is particularly important 

to reconcile divided post conflict societies. Although it is not an easy task and the  

government alone cannot fulfill their rights. Unfortunately Government of Afghanistan as 

well as the international community seems to have been forgotten the rights of franchise 
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of the displaced people. Since the Loya Jirga election 2002, Afghan people residing in  

Iran and Pakistan were allowed to exercise their rights as Afghan citizen with the  

assistance of International Migration Organization (IOM) even though they were settled  

as refugees in a foreign country. 

Institutional Mechanisms for the Conduct of Elections 

Sufficient institutional capacity for strengthening democracy is one of the most important 

concerns not only in Afghanistan but also in many developed and developing countries. 

This was stated by David Shinn, an adjunct professor at George Washington University’s 

Elliot School of International Affairs after many years experience in African elections. 

According to his election experience in Africa, establishing professional, well-staffed 

and independent election procedures is conducive for conducting free and fair elections. 

Further he stated that difficulty of having free and fair elections saying, “there is nothing 

easy about conducting a free and fair election in any part of world”
49

. 

Indeed, conducting elections is not a simple task. The conduct of elections include, 

appointing and training election staff, registering or updating voter registry, identifying

boundaries of voting, registering political parties, publishing list of candidates, providing 

enough equipment and ballot papers etc. Further, educating voters, enforcing rules and 

regulations for the elections, ensuring free media and  providing enough security for  

voters, candidates and election staff are also important requirements for free and fair 

elections. However, it is not easy for countries that are not developed or in a post–conflict 

situation to fulfill all the requirements for free and fair elections compared to developed 

countries. For those countries, lack of institutional capacity and violence are major 

consequences of failure to conduct elections efficiently and impartially. Further, in such 

countries citizen do not have a clear idea about election rules and procedures. Most of 

the elections end with violence, intimidation, extra-judicial killing, abductions, and  

destroying public and private properties.  

In Afghanistan, since the defeat of the Taliban and the signing of the Bonn Agreement 

in 2001, the country has embarked on the process of democratization. This has started 

with the establishment of the Constitution in 2004 and organized regular elections. In  

particular guaranteeing independent institutions under the new Constitution is an  

important step for democratization. The Independent Election Commission of  

Afghanistan has become an important vehicle for strengthening democracy. It is not only 

ensuring people’s right to vote but freedom to vote without intimidation, political killings 

or corruption. However, Afghanistan’s political history does not show much development 

of democratic values. Most of the elections were conducted amidst lots of intimidation, 

vote buying, extra-judicial killings, destroying public and private properties. 

Lack of institutional capacity is a serious issue of the Afghan Independent Election 

Commission. The previous Wolsei Jirga election is a good example of the lack of 

institutional capacity. The Commission was not able to release the final list of qualified 

candidates prior to the election. Therefore, in many stations the electorates cast their  

votes for disqualified candidates. In addition, IEC failed to recruit enough female security 

staff for female polling stations. Some of the poling stations did not receive enough ballot 

papers and even the indelible ink was not of high quality.

Disabled persons exercising their right to vote at a polling station 
on Election Day
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

Afghanistan is in transition towards democracy, emerging from three decades of

bloodshed and destruction. It still faces major challenges. People do not have much faith

in the current electoral process. However, despite the challenges the best way forward for

Afghanistan is working towards a strengthened democratic process by ensuring the

desired rights, which is guaranteed under national and international human rights, is the

best way.

A few of the recommendations for strengthening human rights principle on voting rights

to the citizens are listed here:

1. Requirement to maintain “Voter Registry” avoiding fraud voting

Registration of voters is one of the most important initial steps for organizing elections.

Many countries maintain a “Voter’s Registry” for identifying eligible voters and avoiding

breaches in the election process. And the same time the voter’s registry is updated every

year giving special attention and care. But this practice is not possible in Afghanistan.

The issue of registration of voter’s cannot be dealt with as an isolated issue as it is

intricately related to a process of accurate and complete census. Afghanistan does not

have an accurate census since 1967. There were several attempts to update the census, but

all the efforts did not bear much fruit owing primarily to the insecurity situation in the

country.

2. Women’s participation in politics

Notwithstanding cultural and security barriers, women have become more politically

visible in recent years. A quota has ensured women’s participation in the Wolesi Jirga.

The newly adopted electoral law (adopted on 18th February 2010) allocated 68 seats for

women including three seats for Kuchi women candidates.

Political participation has many features such as, participation for decision making

process, holding key positions during the elections as well as participating in the

functioning of governments. Therefore, reserving quota for women is not an answer to

increase their participation in politics and this should not be taken as a “best indicator,” to

measure women’s political participation. Rather there should be stress on increasing

avenues for women to participate in the decision-making process and reserve key

positions during elections and in governments.

3. Implementation of corrective measures to combat arbitrary arrest and detention

The Government of Afghanistan has to take necessary steps to implement corrective

measures to combat arbitrary arrest and detention, which they have pledged on June 2006

through their agreement on Afghan National Development Strategy (ANDS) as well as

National Justice Programme (NJP).50

4. Impartial Investigation against Extra-judicial killings

It is important to ensure impartial and effective investigation against perpetrators and

prosecution under the law without delay as well as granting reasonable compensation for

family members of the victim. The Government must undertake necessary steps to avoid

unlawful killings by both parties (legal and illegal armed forces)

5. Combat Torture and Inhuman Treatment

The primary responsibility of the State of Afghanistan is to maintain law and order

against practice of torture. This means torture and inhuman treatment is widespread in

Afghanistan. Both parties are responsible for the prevailing situation. Although in the

course of the conflicts, both sides carryout serious violations against human rights and

humanitarian laws. State actors as well as all non-state actors have carried out acts of

torture on a wide scale. Security situation in the country was and continuous to be cited

as a reason, and an excuse for torture. Torture can ever be justified to carry out

interrogation as it is neither effective nor legal nor moral. The right to effective remedy

against torture should be recognized and enforced. Perpetrators should be punished under

the law without delay.
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6. Guarantee voting rights for displaced people

The exclusion of displaced persons from the political process must be addressed by the

government. It is important to consider their political rights as well as create avenues for

them to exercise their voting rights even if they were placed in countries outside their

own.

7. Guarantee voting rights for prisoners and detainees

Allowing prisoners to vote has always been a controversial issue with a number of

countries preferring to not allow them to participate in the electoral process. Prisoners are

human beings and their concerns in prison cells often go unheard and unrepresented.

Banning a prisoner’s right to vote does not protect the society. Therefore denying

prisoners their right to vote is unnecessary infringement of their rights and is tantamount

to not treating them as human beings. It would rather contribute to their rehabilitation and

associate themselves with the society into which they would be released one day.

8. Effective and Impartial investigation against election violence

It is fundamental duty of any all the appointed authorities under the Election Commission

to carry out impartial and transparent investigations and inquiries into election violence.

The need for an independent institution to investigate into offences related to election is

essential to guarantee the right to an impartial hearing on allegations of election violence.

It is important that strong measures are taken against perpetrators of alleged election

violence during the 2010 elections in Afghanistan. In most cases, police have not

conducted thorough investigations to identify individual perpetrators and hardly any one

has been held accountable. Candidates, officials as well as voters were all targets of

election violence and risked their life in exercising their right to participate in the process.

It is important that the Afghan government should understand the fragility of the election

environment and take measures to ensure impartial and independent mechanisms to

investigate election violence.

9. Ensure freedom of Expression

Freedom of expression is fundamental to a democratic process. Restrictions on the media

cannot not bring about the fullest expressions of these rights. Threats to media personnel

are common incidents in the country. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the Government 

to ensure a free space for the media to function to make the election a completely a free 

and fair process. There were many media personals who received death threats from state 

and non-state parties.

10. Increase institutional capacities of relevant authorities

Lack of institutional capacity of national mechanisms has made electoral dispute resolution 

and response to election related violence ineffective. Afghan Independent Human Rights 

Commission has no mandate on Election monitoring election related issues and the Election 

Commission, which is authorized to manage elections by virtue of the right provided in the 

constitution is alleged to be suffering from lack of independency and integrity. The Electoral 

Media Commission and Electoral Complaint Commission operates for a short period of 

time during the election period and therefore does address the question of tackling all 

election related issues. Such lack of institutional capacity of institutions that are directly 

involved in election administration and monitoring result in them failing to respond to 

serious election related violations.

11. Improvement of voter education

When the public begins to understand the implications of voting they are better able to

involve in the election process. Posters, leaflets, awareness programmes and trainings can

be used to explore and educate consequences of participation in the democratic process of

elections. It is essential that the respective authorities including civil society organizations 

focus more on voter education.
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Women and Minorities: Role in Shaping Afghanistan Politics
Azura Binti Mohd Noor and Kristine Marie Tapiz

Afghanistan is a country of numerous ethnic groups, which explains the rich and diverse 

culture. One of the biggest challenges that Afghanistan politics faces today is the need 

to balance and represent all the groups. Their indispensible role in shaping the political 

scenario is gradually being recognized by the power corridor. Article 4 of the Afghanistan 

Constitution (2004) states: 

 

Afghan Women: Quest for Equality 

In 2009, the Parliament tried to bring in a new law, which introduced a range of Taliban-

like restrictions on women, and permitted, among other things, marital rape. The New 

York Times reported that around 300 Afghan women took to the streets and locked horns 

with those powerful clerics who played a pivotal role in drafting the law. This incident 

highlights the emergence of the new-age Afghan women.   

Politics, too, wasn’t left behind with Afghan women making significant strides in the last 

four years. They have successfully crossed the crucial threshold of emerging in the world 

of politics. The new constitution is considered as an important landmark in addressing 

women’s right. According to Chapter 5, Article 83 of the 2004 Constitution of Afghanistan: 

“National sovereignty in Afghanistan shall belong to the nation, manifested directly 
and through its elected representatives. The nation of Afghanistan shall be comprised 
of all individuals who are citizens. The nation of Afghanistan shall be comprised of 
Pashtun, Tajik, Hazara, Uzbek, Baluch, Pachaie, Nuristani, Aymaq, Arab, Qirghiz, 
Qizibash, Gujur, Brahwui, and other tribes.  The word Afghan shall apply to each 
and every citizen of Afghanistan. No individual of the nation of Afghanistan shall be 
deprived of citizenship. Matters related to citizenship and asylum shall be regulated 
by law.”

“….. the election law shall adopt measure to attain, through the electoral 
system – general and fair representation for all the people in the country 
and proportionate to the population of every province, on average, at least 
2 females shall be elected members of the House of the People from each 
province. ---  

Women undertake different roles to participate in the elections
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How Far Have They Reached

The history of Afghanistan is marked with a constant struggle for women’s emancipation.  

The Timeline below indicates the sporadic efforts made by various rulers to empower 

women and involve them in nation building as well as the dismaying setbacks in the quest.

Timeline of women in Nation Building in Afghanistan

1880-1901

Amir Abdur Rahman was the first ruler to attempt a consolidation of the nation into a 

centralized state. He tried to change some of the customary laws that were detrimental to 

women’s status. Though he believed that women were inferior to men, he thought that they 

should be given their due treatment.  

He abolished the custom of forcing a woman to marry her deceased husband’s closest kin 

and raised the legal age of marriage for women to 18 years. During his rein women were 

given right to property the right to divorce (but under specific circumstances).

1901-1919

Amir Habibullah Khan, son of Amir Abdur Rahman, allowed the political exiles to return 

to the country -- Mahmud Tarzi. He also fought for women’s right and opened a school for 

girls, which also had an English curriculum. He also put a ceiling on extravagant marriage 

expenses.

1919-1929

Amir Aminullah, son of King Habibullah succeeded the throne and soon he drew up the 

first constitution, establishing the basis for the formal structure of the government and 

setting up the role of the monarch within the constitutional framework. 

He brought about changes to promote women emancipation. A few key components of the 

changes were introduced include:

•	 Removal of the veil.

•	 Compulsory education.

•	 Co-educational schools.

•	 Campaign against polygamy.

•	 Encouraging and allowing female family members to work.

•	 Promotion of freedom of young women to choose their own partner.

•	 Abolition of bride price.

Together with his wife Queen Soraya Tarzi, daughter of Afghan intellectual Mahmud 

Tarzi, they tried to bring about an improvement in the lives of women in Afghanistan. 

After their visit to Europe they were inspired to implement plans for modernization of 

the country. While Kobra, one of Amir Amanullah’s sisters launched the Himayat–E-

Niswan (Organization for Women’s Protection), which encouraged women to voice their 

complaints against injustice, and push for women’s unity. Another sister established a 

hospital for Afghan women.

Queen Soraya became the face of the changes that Amir was implementing and thus is 

remembered as one of the most important characters in the Muslim world. 

She began to participate in few cabinet meetings, joined her husband in what they 

considered as “man’s sports” such as hunting and horseback riding, also attended military 

parades and was the founder of the first magazine for women called Ershad –E- Niswan 

(Guidance for Women)

However, the set back to such progressive reforms was that the fathers of young women 

saw some of the progress as a loss in social status, familial control and financial security. 

Therefore, due to growing pressure from the conservative religious leaders, Amir 

Amanullah had to reverse some of the policies. These included: 

•	 School for girls in Kabul and in some rural areas were shut down.

•	 Women had to revert to wearing veil.

•	 Mullahs were given unlimited powers to institute their agendas and the old tribal 

system was reinstated.
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1929-1933

After Amir Aminullah was overthrown by Habibullah Kalakani, Nadir Shah a former 

military general of Amir Aminullah, who was in exile returned to Afghanistan and killed 

Habibullah, following which, he declared himself as the new King.

Nadir Shah announced the formulation of the second constitution. He made few cautionary 

steps towards women’s emancipation such as opening of some schools for girls and 

attempts to bring about some gender-based reforms.

The setbacks to his efforts were that he had to finally give in to the pressure from the 

conservative tribal leaders, and reverted many of the reforms that King Aminullah had 

introduced. He even banned the publication of Jarideh Zanan -- the only newspaper 

published by the Afghan women at that time.

1933-1973

After seizing power from his cousin, King Zahir broke away from the tradition. Instead 

of declaring himself as the king, he declared Afghanistan as a Republic state with him 

as the President. Like King Aminullah, he instituted some changes to promote women’s 

liberation and the following milestones were achieved:

•	 Established the first secondary female school in Kabul.

•	 Allowed women to unveil.

•	 Afghanistan was one of the first state to sign the Convention on the Political 

Participation of Women 

•	 The 1964 Constitution was promulgated, and gave women the right to vote and 

allowed them to participate in politics.

•	 The Democratic Organization of Afghan Women was formed. It fought against 

illiteracy, forced marriages and bride prices.

•	 The foundation for Revolutionary Association of the Women of Afghanistan was 

laid by Meena Keshwar Kamal

•	 Women were encouraged to contribute to the economy, they were allowed to 

work.

1978

The People Democratic Party of Afghanistan came to power and pushed for social reforms. 

The party also issued a decree, which called for compulsory education for girls and 

abolition for bride price.

A setback to these efforts was that the minimum legal age for girls was set at 16.

1979 -1989

The Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan and in the 10 years of Soviet-Afghan war, the 

communist government killed many women and children.  Women, however, were able to 

enjoy some of their basic rights

1992-1996

This was the period of the Mujahideen government and civil war era in Afghanistan 

where the Mujahideens formed an ‘Islamic state.”  Under this system women were still 

allowed to work, pursue their education and work as teachers, doctors and engage in other 

professional occupation.

However, no one seemed to be happy with the Mujahideens as their rule brought chaos, 

which resulted in a setback to the long struggle for women’s right. Women were forced to 

wear the burqa and there were unprecedented incidents of killing women, amputation and 

rape. Some young women committed suicide to avoid rape.

1996-2001

The Taliban Rule in Afghanistan was considered as the darkest period for women and it 

was perhaps the biggest setback for the long history of women’s struggle for equality in 

Afghanistan. Under the Taliban rule a number of rules, which restricted women from a 

number of things, even education. Some of these restrictions were:

•	 Setting up of the Amar Bil Maroof Wa Nahi An al-Munkar or the Department for 

the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice to control and monitor women’s 
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behavior.

•	 Women were forbidden to work.

•	 Female members of the family were not allowed to leave the house without a 

male companion.

•	 Forced to wear burqa.

•	 They are not allowed to wear make-up.

•	 No white shoes (colour of the Taliban flag).

•	 Forbidden to seek medical help from male doctors, which resulted in high 

mortality rate for women in Afghanistan.

•	 Women doctors and teachers were suddenly forced to be beggars and even 

prostitutes to provide for their family.

•	 The Talibans indulged in rapes and forced marriages.

Late 2001

After September 11, the United States intervention ensured relaxation of the restrictions 

on the Afghan women.

However, due to a weak government, suppression of women still continues especially in 

the Taliban controlled areas.

2002-2010

The following were the most significant landmark in the women’s fight for equality

•	 Afghanistan adopted a new constitution in 2004 establishing the country as an 

Islamic Republic, giving equal rights to all the citizens of Afghanistan (male 

and female)

•	 The New constitution also requires that 50 per cent of the Meshrano Jirga must 

comprise of women.

•	 Reservation of 20 per cent of seats in Wolesi Jirga for women.

•	 Encouraged women to vote and participate in the elections.

•	 Encouraged women and children to pursue education.

1Data lifted from CIA World Fact 2009 : https://www.cia.gov/library/

However, some of the setbacks to these efforts are as follows:

•	 Attacks on school are still very common.

•	 There are still some Afghans who support the Tailbans’ view against education 

for girls.

•	 Controversial Shia personal status law that was published in the official Gazette 

regulates, divorce, separation, inheritance, and age of marriage. This law is often 

viewed as repressive towards women.

Different political and religious groups have often used the issue of women for political 

ends and to gather support for their ideology.  The fate of the trajectory of the women’s 

struggle in Afghanistan is not merely a result of Taliban’s suppression but also of centuries 

of women’s subjugation.

Minority Groups in Afghan Politics

A. Ethnic Composition of Afghanistan

Ethnic Groups of Afghanistan
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Pashtuns 

The term Afghan has been used synonymously with the term Pashtun, also known as 

Pakthuns or Pathans. The Pashtuns form the largest ethnic group and linguistic community 

in the country. Their Pashto language, and the practice of Pashtunwali -- an ancient pre-

Islamic code of honour, which governs their lives, characterizes them.  Generally, Pashtuns 

are Sunni Muslims but are divided into tribal and sub-tribal groups. These tribal divisions 

have been the source of conflict among Pashtuns throughout their history.  Traditionally, 

the Pashtuns have been dominating Afghanistan since Ahmad Shah Durrani founded it in 

1747.

Tajiks

The Tajik form the second largest ethnic group in Afghanistan. The Tajiks speak various

Tajiki dialects of Dari and tend to classify any Dari speaker as a member of their community.

The Tajik areas namely Panjshir, Parwan, Takhar, Badakhshan, Baghlan and Samangan are

famous for fruits and nuts.  Except for the short rule of Bacha Saqqao in 1298 and

Burhanuddin Rabbani as the President of the Islamic State of Afghanistan from 1992-1996,

the Tajiks have not enjoyed political power.  Perhaps the most renowned Tajik military leader

is Ahmad Shah Masood from Panjshir.

Hazaras   

The Hazaras speak Hazaragi – a Persianised language -- and forms the third largest ethnic 

group in Afghanistan.  They are mostly Shi’i Muslims, while others, particularly in Bamyan 

and the north, are Sunni.    

Uzbeks

Uzbek speak central Turkic dialects called Uzbeki and are mostly Sunni Muslim.  

2Source: 2003 National Geographic Society, http://www.afghan-network.net/maps/Afghanistan-Map.pdf. 
Adapted by Amber Wilhelm, CRS.

B. Ethnic Population Distribution throughout Afghanistan

 

Notes: This map is intended to illustrate the approximate demographic distribution (by 

region) of Afghanistan. CRS has no way to confirm exact population distribution.
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Minority Groups and Women: Wolesi Jirga, 2010

Participation in elections is an opportunity for the women and minorities of the country 

to exercise their fundamental right to choose their representative. It is an opportunity to 

expand their restricted space within the government. It is through this process that they can 

reasonably elect candidates who would materialise their hope for a better future. The 2010 

Wolesi Jirga was a chance for them to voice their opinion regarding important reforms.

A. Issues and Concern: Wolesi Jirga, 2010

Below are the issues and concerns faced by the minority groups and women as observed 

by ANFREL.

Women and minority groups during an election observation training in Bamiyan province.

  Issues / Concerns   Positive impacts   Negative impacts

Lack of crowd 
management specially 
among the female 
voters in the female 
polling stations in 
PuliKhumri district, 
Baghlan province

 Shows the 
enthusiasm 
among women in 
Baghlan province 
to participate 
in the electoral 
process

- Creates chaos
- The polling staff 

may not have enough 
skills in handling 
such a huge crowd.

- May lead to electoral 
fraud.

- The motive of 
female voters should 
be questioned; 
whether they 
voluntarily come 
to exercise their 
political rights or 
they wee mobilised 
by the candidates. 

Complaint about 
shortage of ballots in 
the polling stations of 
Kapisa province

 Increase in voter 
turnout.

- Disenfranchisement 
of some Kuchi voters 

- Kuchi will not be 
motivated to learn 
more about the 
electoral process 
because they 
just rely on the 
candidates who will 
provide means for 
them to vote
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Reduced number of 
Kuchi polling centre 
despite official IEC 
arrangements.  The 
Kuchi polling centre 
in Khinj (Deshterewat 
Clinic) was not set-up.    

  Shows the lack of 
logistical planning 
and preparation on 
the provincial IEC’s 
part.

Security threat for 
Ms. Rana Qadiri, a 
female candidate from 
Nangarhar. 

- Indicates the 
success of her 
campaigning

- She has 
succeeded in 
achieving a break 
through in this 
male structured 
society

 Threatened, alienated 
and discriminated

In Panjshir, Qazi 
Rahila Salim 
contesting for the 
second term had 
trained agents to 
observe during the 
election.

 Training of 
female agents so 
that they could 
be professional in 
their observation

In Mazar-e-Sharif, Dr. 
Gulalay Noor Safi, 
contesting for the 
second time, also was a 
member of parliament, 
experienced 
interference in Balkh 
province and threats 
from warlords.

 Testing her 
potential and 
dedication as a 
representative of 
people in coping 
with the political 
pressure and the 
unscrupulous 
election 
procedure.

 

 Cynicism and 
demoralization 
as she started 
believing that she 
might fail against 
her intimidating 
opponents. 

The table below is the comparison between the numbers of female candidates in 2010 

Wolesi Jirga as against 2005. The data (figures) are derived from IEC report.

Comparison of female candidates in 2005 and 2010 Wolesi Jirga

Province # Female 
Candidates 
In 2005

# Female 
Candidates 
In 2010

Total # Of 
Candidates 
Nominated 2010 
Election

% Female 
Candidate 
In 2010

Kabul 43 102 664 15.4

Parwan 8 11 58 19.0

Wardak 9 9 37 24.3

Ghazni 9 13 84 15.5

Nangarhar 17 24 160 15.0

Kunar 10 2 27 7.4

Lagman 7 7 59 11.9

Nooristan 6 8 20 40.0

Badakshan 8 15 92 16.3

Takhar 13 12 94 12.8

Baglan 11 11 118 9.3

Kunduz 15 12 50 24.0

Samangan 4 5 37 13.5

Balkh 14 3 12 25.0

Sar-i-Pal 6 11 45 24.4

Faryah 9 10 93 10.8

Badgbis 5 4 40 10.0

Heart 13 24 153 15.7

Ghor 7 11 40 27.5

Bamyan 7 6 43 14.0

Panjshir 5 2 12 16.7
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B.   Ethnic Composition of Karzai Cabinet Ministers

Over the last three decades, the factionalism and fragmentation in Afghanistan has greatly 

contributed to the country’s political instability.  As a country composed of minorities, each 

group constantly struggles for political power and influence. The international attention 

has heightened the identity politics especially the ethno-politics in the country. 

President Karzai has often been accused of being too lenient with the western world. He 

is a beleaguered leader balancing the international pressure and the interests of his allies 

from the minority groups. 

Below is the table that shows the composition of different minority groups as Cabinet 

Members for the present administration. 

Members of the Cabinet require votes of confidence from the parliament. Out of 25 members 

of the cabinet only eighteen were approved by the parliament. The seven ministers are still 

serving as acting minister, waiting for the approval of the parliament. 

The idea behind the vote of confidence is to create a check and balance between the 

Executive and Legislative branch of government. However, this certainly raises some basic 

questions regarding the level of effectiveness of such a western system of power sharing 

when applied to Afghanistan, who is only starting to pick up the broken pieces?

C.  Comparison between the Ethnics in Afghanistan and the MPs of Wolesi Jirga 2010

Comparison of the number of female
candidates contested for 2005 and 2010

elections
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Women going out to vote

D.   The Struggle

Afghanistan still has a long way to go before it can enjoy democracy in its purest form. 

As a nation of minorities it is important to pay close attention to the balance of power. 

Minority members of the parliament do not only serve as role models but their presence 

in the House of the People also increases the trust of the people in the government.  The 

minorities, when represented by someone from their own group feel less alienated and 

more involved. It is impossible for the Afghan society to progress, without contribution 

from the women.

Women’s active participation in politics is likely to improve the current political scenario. 

It is often believed that such contribution will bring about transparency in the system 

plagued by corruption. 

•	 Minimizes the alienation and 
stress that women feels

•	 Shows and encourage that 
women are needed in the 
political world

•	 It gives them a boost in accessing 
the decision-making positions 

•	 It gives women an equal 
opportunity to raise and address 
their concerns.

• It will improve    traditional 
politics 

•	 It raises the question regarding 
the eligibility of women to hold 
such position.

•	 It does not guarantee strong 
participation

•	 Violation of equality of 
opportunity 

•	 Women are often underestimated

The mere presence of women in the parliament does not give them power to influence the 

decision making process. Based on the interview that the ANFREL team conducted with 

female candidates in different provinces, it has been gathered that family support plays a 

crucial role in the political career of these women. Men often instruct them, and as most of 

the times they do not have a well-structured understanding or objective.
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Election  Observation 
Ichal Supriadi 

Methodology 

An election in a conflict-ridden zone tests the strength of the nation. The second Wolesi 

Jirga election in Afghanistan only testifies this notion. The Election Observation Mission 

(EOM) conducted by the Asian Network for Free and Fair Elections Foundation (ANFREL 

Foundation) in Afghanistan was rooted to the idea of enhancing the effectiveness of the 

principle of periodic and genuine elections, adopted by the United Nations Commission on 

Human Rights in 1989. This also entailed following the best practises that were set up as 

part of the Public International Law and international / regional human rights instrument. 

The principle of periodic and genuine elections provides a universal suffrage as well as set-

ting up an impartial administration to ensure the reliability of the electoral process. Apart 

from independent administration and supervision of electoral process by related agencies, 

it is imperative to have an appropriate voter registration method, reliable balloting proce-

dure and effective measures for preventing frauds and resolving disputes. 

ANFREL firmly believes that an election observation team plays an important role in the 

pursuit of genuine elections, which should have the following conditions -- full freedom 

of participation for political parties and individual candidates, freedom of expression, free-

dom of movement and assembly and most importantly, level playing field for the candi-

dates.

The ANFREL mandate in the Afghanistan election has been to collect, verify and analyse 

information. The mission had no authority to change, improve or correct any shortcomings 

during the election process by any means other than recommendations to the concerned 

authorities. After the conclusion of the observation activities, preliminary and final reports 

were produced. This included an assessment of the electoral process based on international 

standards of free and fair elections as well as recommendations.
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The purpose of the observation operation and the presence of foreign observers were 

mainly to look into the aspect of implementation of the appointment of electoral officers 

and its performance in accordance to the law. The other responsibilities were registration 

of political parties and voters, verification and designation of candidates, demarcation of 

constituencies, enforcement of election campaign regulations, observation of voting and 

counting process. 

In addition, election observers were also responsible for examining the level playing field, 

neutrality of the government and military, conduct of voting and review of complaints and 

installation of election winners. 

A special scrutiny of the local authorities and the media was also called for, given their po-

tential to misuse their status to manipulate the electoral process and influence the election 

outcome. At the end of the polls and following the preliminary results, election observers 

examined the way in which complaints about cheating and irregularities were handled by 

related agencies.

For an effective election observation, the ANFREL observation team ensured that all the 

stakeholders were taken into account – from public commoners to electoral actors like 

government opposition and radical groups. Keeping in mind the ground realities in Af-

ghanistan, ANFREL had to limit the election observation to secure areas, aided by a trusted 

private security company. The team also followed the operating standard of security im-

plemented by foreign workers in the country. Notwithstanding the difficulties, ANFREL 

ensured that no compromise is done with the methodology of its observation and reserved 

utmost freedom during the operation and published the findings without any bias.

Mission Modalities

A team of four experts was sent to Afghanistan – between July 28 and August 6, 2010 as 

part of an exploratory mission1 to assess the prospects of observing the election process. 

1http://anfrel.org/country/Afghanistan/ReportsandDocuments/2010/Exploratory_Report.pdf

The team met a number of stakeholders including IEC, ECC, Afghanistan Independent 

National Human Rights Commission, donor community, security agencies, candidates and 

civil society groups. Discussions were also held with the public at large in Kabul, Herat 

and Kandahar. 

While deploying the teams to various provinces, the cultural sensitivities of the country 

were kept in mind. For instance, the EOM deployed more Muslim observers from across 

Asia. 

A team of two election observers were deployed to ten provinces that is Kabul, Panjshir, 

Kapisa, Parwan, Jalalabad, Baghlan, Bamyan, Mazar-i-Sharif, Jawzjan, and Herat. 

ANFREL recognized Free and Fair Foundation in Afghanistan as an important partner in the 

country and a member in the ANFREL General Assembly in 2008 in Nepal. The cooperation 

between the two organization dates back to 2004 during the first elections after the fall of 

Taliban, and continues till date.
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Annex-2: ANFREL interim report

INTERNATIONAL ELECTION OBSERVATION MISSION

AFGHANISTAN WOLESI-JIRGA 2010

Interim report

Report date: September 22, 2010

The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) deployed 30 short-term observers from

11 countries to 11 provinces in Afghanistan to assess the 2010 Wolesi-Jirga elections in

the country. The following interim report covers a period of seven days of pre-elections

and an entire day of polling observation. The views and comments in this report is a

reflection of the finding from the 11 provinces, without any attempt to generalize the

overall situation during the elections in the country.

SUMMARY

The September 18 election was the second Wolesi-Jirga in Afghanistan after the 2005

elections that allowed for a legitimate government to be set up. The event was widely

viewed as a crucial step to strengthen democratic institutions in the country and a step

forward in consolidating democracy amongst different stakeholders in the country.

Notwithstanding, the violence, fraud and irregularities, which has marked the elections, it

is worth noting that electoral processes so far have been a major factor in the democratic

transition of Afghanistan. Although the voter turn out marked with less than 4 million

casted ballots.

ANFREL deployed 30 Obsever to 11 provinces which are Kabul, Parwan, Panshjer,

Kapisa, Bamyan, Badakshan, Baghlan, Balkh, Jawzan, Hirat and Nangharhar from 12
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September 12 – 25, 2010. The observation will continue until the first phase of tallying  

so as to monitor counting and adjudication of complaints in the provinces. The observers

have covered cities and rural areas including prison polling centres in the provinces. They 

witnessed the proceedings from the opening up to the closing of the polling stations.

The role played by the Independent Election Commission (IEC), Electoral Complaints

Commission (ECC) and the Government of the Republic Islamic of Afghanistan is

commendable particularly in initiating reforms and developing a mechanism to combat

frauds and ensure cleaner elections. However, dominations by strong candidates

pertaining to controlling power on the ground to influence the elections in their interest,

and in many cases utilising government assets and its machinery have been a key feature

of the Wolesi Jirga.

Threat, violence and money-power are widely acknowledged as an effective strategy to

win the electoral battle preventing many candidates to contest the elections freely. In

many other cases women and minority become the obvious victims of such practices.

Vulnerable groups too become affected by intimidation allegedly from AGEs or other

parties contesting in the electoral process. Ironically, not too many reports have been

filed as those who are victimized by the system, particularly women candidates of the

opinion that there would be no solution and complaints or reports from them may only

worsen the problem.

Unbalanced campaigns using posters, banners displayed in every nook and corner in the

country amongst candidates and political parties since the beginning of the process has

been a major feature worrying practitioners of electoral democracy in Afghanistan.

Without limit on regulation for the campaign finance the wealthy candidates are able to

launch their campaign by utilizing mainstream and the alternative media, while the

average candidates normally have problems in competing against them. There are many

reports that confirm distribution gift to woo the voter.

Controversy regarding fake voter cards, which were earlier dismissed by the IEC as

“rumors” needs further investigation as there have been instances to prove that voters and

powerful people (either candidates agents, village and tribal chiefs) have attempted to use

fake voter cards. Cases of fake voters cards have been reported from Jawzan and other

parts of the country.

The other issue has been the quality of indelible ink, which has been a major concern. In

a number of places it was found that the quality of the ink was poor and it could be

rubbed off within minutes after applying on the finger. Incidentally, this is one part of the

polling process, which acts as the ultimate safeguard to prevent cheating, and multiple

voting.

Security issues appeared to be the major challenge to the conduct of the election, as it led

to logistics hassles, problems in deployment of election officials and other operations

related work. The move by the IEC to close polling centers and polling stations as a

measure to prevent frauds is well appreciated, as it was done to protect civilians from

coming to any obvious harm. However, it also led to a systemic process of disfranchisement, 

as many voters’ could not exercise their votes. To add to this is the inadequate distribution 

of ballot papers in many provinces, which led to many voters to lose their voting rights.

ANFREL highlighting the activities and ass ess the process as follow;

ELECTION DAY ADMINISTRATION

The September 18, election to a large extent can be considered as a relatively smooth

process, particularly owing to the lesser incidents of violence and irregularities as

compared to the previous elections. The fraud prevention methods initiated by IEC like

closure of a numbers of polling centres and polling stations were effective in decreasing

the number of cases of frauds. The effort of the ANSF (Afghan National Security Forces)

to strategically deploy more security personnel had been effective in suppressing the

movements of AGEs, which are intent in spreading terror to the elections. However,

regrettably 11 persons were killed and several injured from a series of attacks on the polls

during the Election Day.
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ANFREL expresses sympathy for the lives lost including harassment to electoral

officials, especially FEFA’s observers who are known to be still under captivity of armed

groups in Baghdis. The Polling staffs that administered the voting process in each polling

station should be commended for diligently working to ensure a smooth process.

Nonetheless, several important aspects of the electoral administration were flawed, which

may have compromised the integrity of the electoral process.

The opening of the polling process started late in many polling stations caused by a

number factors such as administrative let-ups, technical and logistic snags. Report

verified from a number of polling centres opened 30-60 minutes late. In Jawzan at least

four polling centres did not start the voting until 10:00AM due incomplete materials. In

Bamyan too there were inordinate delays owing to late arrival or shortage of voting

materials. In a polling station in Bamyan Centre where our observers were present, even

before the ballot boxes were sealed and the opening process was completed, voters were

handed out ballot papers to vote. This created lots of confusion in the initial part of the

voting process.

The situation all over the country on the morning of the Election Day, especially the

opening process was almost similar. Over enthusiastic party (candidate) agents thronged

polling stations making it difficult for the polling officials to manage the inflow of voters.

In a number of polling centres in the provinces ANFREL observers were present chaotic

scenes were witnessed. The voter-turn out fluctuated from one place to the other. While

in some provinces polling centres were flooded with voters in the morning, in others this

was not the case perhaps indicating a lack of interest amongst voters.

Problems arising out of faulty punchers, and lack of proper logistics also led many voters,

especially farmers in some provinces (Bamyan is a case in point) to return back to their

fields. In most of the polling stations punchers meant to create a hole in the voter cards

failed to work forcing polling officials to instead use scissors to chop off one edge of the

voter card. This is one problem that needs to be seriously addressed as a huge amount of

money is spent to but these faulty machines.

Another fundamental problem was the sloppiness displayed by polling officials in

checking voters’ identity such as the voter face, especially in female polling stations,

creating an opportunity for multiple voting.

Indelible-ink emerged as serious concern in almost all provinces. The indelible ink turned

out to be of poor quality. The ink marks on the fingers were easily washed off minutes

after the voting. Such cases have been reported from most parts of Jawzan, Baghlan and

Bamyan.

Campaign by candidates and their supporters inside polling stations was observed in

Bamyan, Hirat, Mazar and Baghlan. In Baghlan a strong candidate related to a warlord

gave orders to the security and election officials to chase FEFA observers. Strangely, the

authorities in charge of security and elections complied with the orders.

The counting process was conducted smoothly in all polling centres in 11 provinces

where observation was carried out. However in Baghlan and Jawzan reports indicate that

the process was less transparent. Instead of conducting the process thoroughly the

counting officials only declared the end results.

The ANFREL mission expresses its highest appreciation to the new team of IEC who we

believe tried their best to plug the loopholes that may have existed by undertaking several

fraud prevention measures. The decision to refuse inclusion of 6,000 tainted district

officials who were allegedly involved in frauds is a case in point of the attempts of the

IEC to clean up the system. Other measures were also initiated to safeguard the polls by a

mechanism designed to allocate ballot specific to each polling centres. Besides this,

polling journals, Tamper Evident Bags (TEB), and other related measures taken in the

last few days before the polling, including temporary removal of the head of the

provincial, district and police who are known have links with candidates are some other

cases worth mentioning.

The performance of the provincial and district electoral official are important to

contribute towards a free, fair and clean elections, which had been questioned by
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candidates, political parties, NGOs, and even international observers, in particular

regarding their neutrality. Especially in the provinces where strong candidates allegedly

have strong ties with government officials and the military. There are reservations from

candidates on their performance for being allegedly bias. Additionally observers in

Bamyan also repeatedly reported about the alleged non-transparency of IEC officials. The

IEC officials were reluctant in sharing information for most of the observation process.

On the other hand the ECC as part of electoral justice component of the electoral process

played a crucial role. The ECC has been tasked with the important responsibility of

taking “impartial decision” on election related complaints. The new team of ECC led by

Afghan Commissioners and its sub-ordinates which is the PECC (Provincial Elections

Complain Commission) established in each province in Afghanistan are faced with huge

challenges especially concerning their efficiency in investigation and follow-up remains

questionable.

VOTER EDUCATION

Despite the late start in some localities, and significant resource and infrastructure

challenges in the far-flung areas to conduct the registration, the election administration

should be commended for substantial efforts to improve public confidence on this

important aspect of the Wolesi-Jirga election. Public outreach program of IEC with the

help of trained 1500 voter educators in the provinces proved effective, although there

were difficulties in recruiting women owing to cultural reasons.

Despite a series of voter education, observers in all the 11 provinces reported

inadequacies on effectiveness of such exercises. There was sufficient evidence that voters

in rural villages had considerably less knowledge about the election.

VOTER REGISTRATION & EXISTENCES OF FAKE VOTERS CARD

The voter registration is the most important aspect of the electoral process, which is

found to create many chances for breaches during the polling. Absence of a voter

database opened foreseeable chances for multiple registrations, which created ample

opportunities for multiple votes during voting.

In absence of a voters’ list there was uncertainty in verifying appropriate number of

logistics (the most essential was the ballot paper), as there was no restriction on the voter

as to where they can cast their vote. This was proven by the over crowding which

happened owing to lack of ballots causing disfranchisement. Observers reported this from

Bamyan, and Hirat. More than 300 voters could not cast their votes due to lack of ballot

paper and the attempt to bring from other polling centres was not done successfully

owing to the given situation.

There is an urgent need for a voters’ list as it would make for a transparent process that

would allow voters to be able to check their names against their respective polling

centres. Without undermining the geographic challenges and ground conditions in

Afghanistan, there should be proper registration to verify the voters and give more

transparency to the voter. It is extremely difficult to have clean elections without a

comprehensive voters’ list. The registration in the prisons was also problematic as was

discovered in Policharky prison. Thousands inmates did not register as they are not

residents of Kabul.

CAMPAIGN

All over the country multi-colored posters, banners, pamphlets, leaflets and other

literature was pasted all over. Local TV and radio channels were filled with

advertisements of many candidates. During the campaigns the advantage clearly was with

the wealthy candidates as they could afford to get much more media space than their

relatively not so well off competitors.

From the way the campaigns were organised by the different candidates it was evident

that there is clear lack of an even playing field. This is mainly owing to fact that there is

no regulation to limit or to control the financial expenses, which allowed some to make

the best of their money and position where the lesser-privileged candidates had to

struggle to reach out to the voters.
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The competition between the different candidates still rests heavily on tribal and ethnic

influences reflecting the often referred to traditional patterns that dominate politics in

Afghanistan. Further, this compounded by the presence of dominant groups and

candidates with links with government officials and “strongmen.” Such reports have

come in from Kapisa, Mazar, Hirat, Parwan, Bamyan, Baghlan and Jawzan.

The IEC and ECC are perhaps powerless in stopping these traditional power bases and

practices that dictate electoral politics in Afghanistan. Even initiatives to temporarily

remove The strongmen and his associates for different positions in the government

matters little as they continue to hold significant influence on the community which

translates into action during elections.

SECURITY

It is unexpected that the most volatile areas (south) of the country witnessed a low  

number of incidents compared to provinces in the northern part. The sporadic and 

mounting attacks on the Election Day across the country however continue to threaten 

the voters from coming out to vote to a certain extent.  With around 40% voters turn-

out at the end of the Election Day period, we could assume that it was relatively 

manageable owing to glitches that were already expected.  However, below is the 

summary of how security incidents have in some ways threatens the voters from going 

out to vote and the case of attacks that have taken place even during the cooling period.   

Many voters complained about the location of polling centres which were not in a neutral 

place or within the vicinity of main road for fear of attack by the insurgents who have 

been making headlines in the past weeks promising to injure people who vote. Night 

letters, scaring people of the consequence of voting; distributed in some provinces, 

have also put a lot of voters in fear.   If it was not Taliban making the threats, armed 

groups– sympathetic to Taliban, as reported in Kahmad and Sahigan Districts in Bamiyan - 

scaring people of voting.  Lack of security protection in the rural areas only worsening 

the situation and it shows in the number of voters turn out. It is however not surprising 

that the voter turnout in the rest of Bamiyan province is encouraging.

In Herat, an IED was found along the side of a polling center in Rubat Sangi district. Two 

civilian were reportedly killed and 5 others wounded in an attack claimed by the Taliban. 

At 5 pm on Election Day, IED was found in Shaidahi District (boundary of Herat city and 

Kurukh District) on the road to Karukh district. The IED was immediately dismantled by 

the ISAF. Bomb blast occurred in Sia Noshiam Village, Guzera District at 10 am.  Several 

checkpoints were seen in and around the city. In Guzera district, the kuchis were being 

threatened by the armed group not to vote which resulted in a low turnout at the polling 

station at Guzera Dormitory University.  

When threats by insurgents were not reported, clashes and fights between supporters and 

police were observed in Baghlan and Badakhshan.  In Argo District, Badakshan province 

for example, a fight broke up between supporters of two rival candidates, while another 

clash took place in Faizabad city between the Mayor of Kishim District and IEC polling

staff after the former tried to intimidate the polling staff and influenced voters in favour

of his brother; Mawlavi Abdul Mahbud Abid. The Chief of Police mentioned that at

around 5am, 4 RPGs were fired in Tagab-e-Keshm. Police retaliated and 1 suspect

insurgent was killed.

This is not a secluded incident, when - according to the IEC, 21 killed and 40 others

injured in attacks launched across the country, particularly in the eastern part, in relation

to the election.

‘Strong-men’, war-lords factor in this election is unquestionably evident. This year saw

the opportunity from many warlords to legitimise their existence by putting their proxies

running for the parliament. In some provinces, they were also the candidates themselves.

In Jawzjan, agents for strong candidates were seen trying to influence the voters. Having

the back up of powerful figures in the province, police in power was almost non

existence. Legal complaint against these candidates has been registered but there was no

outcome to that. In truth, these warlords are still dominating above the law, like the case

in most places. Although EEC disqualified 65 candidates allegedly have connection with

insurgents or narcotic groups, many of them are not threaten by it.
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But all is not lost. The environment was safe for people to vote in Panjshir. The overall

environment was also observed as generally fine in Bamiyan, Parwan and Kapisa

(except for 3 districts of Njerab, Tagab and Alah Say). Security in the polling stations

which were most manned by police performed efficiently. Even small knives and harmful

objects were seized from the possessions of voters. However, it is important to note that

a rocket was fired haphazardly at around 10am in Shebar district, Bamiyan Province,

close to Parwan province border but no casualties were reported.

In general, the visibility of police personnel is still not a guarantee for voters to go out

voting freely. Series of threat prior to the Election Day was not dealt with immediately,

and this affects people faith in police. Police in this sense were outnumbered and could

easily be compromised

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the observations, ANFREL suggests the following for future improvements:

•	Election related crime and complaints relating to frauds: The ECC shall take

 lead for immediate impartial investigation and prosecution, and the perpetrators

 shall be punished to avoid impunity.

•	 General evaluation for the IEC performance: The IEC shall make general

 evaluation to its sub-ordinates and enforce strict sanctions against those connected 

 with elections frauds.

•	Reform of the voters’ registration system: By involving IT database that can

 prevent multiple registration. Specific display of voters’ list in each polling

 centre is also critical to prevent multiple voting. The reform commendably to

 facilitate inmates in the prisons to avoid disfrancshiment.

•	Female polling stations needs to be increased in many areas for future elections

 and Kuchi’s stations must be closely monitored to raise confidence for the voter

 to vote freely. The polling officers are required to have more accurate training

 on the process and dealing with international observers and media. The role of

 citizen observers from IEC needs to be more significant in terms of effectiveness.

•	Counting: the system and procedure must be improved to have tabulation sheet

 during counting in the Polling centre.

•	 Selection of the IEC and its sub-ordinates: Selection process of the IEC

 commissioner’s members must follow a proper selections process, which is

 introducing more transparent process. Parliament members should be involved

 in the process. The recruitment of IEC subordinate should be done by involving

 the public or making every part of the process known.

Other issues pertaining to the reforms process are:

•	 It is important to have foreign fund in conducting survey and census for

 Afghanistan populations and issues proper ID cards nationwide. The ID cards

 will be official document for official and private used for all arrangement

 including elections. Voter registration should be a continuous process and

 computerized for the Afghan people in Afghanistan and outside. “Voter 

 Registration Audit” can be done in each province.

•	 Campaign finance law is a big issue to determine the fair playing field for

 candidates. A reform shall limit the expenditure, where close monitoring and

 sanction are required. Its will be better to include the full sanction to those

 misuse government resources.

•	 The ECC acted diligently in disqualifying candidates in finalizing the list of

 candidates after the nomination period but there should have more mechanism

 and more time to disqualify a number of warlords and related arm link

 candidates. All disqualified candidates must be informed to public and put the

 name list in front of the polling stations, so voters will not vote for them and

 ballot papers will not be invalid.

•	Voter Education: to add more frequency and strategy to penetrate the voters in

 far-flung and isolated areas, this shall also design for the prisoners. Coordination
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 amongst Electoral official and NGOs is crucial to improve strategy and expand

 the overage on the voter education. Additionally integration to the education

 curriculum is ideal for future civic education.


